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Design and Characterization of Biomimetic Polymers

Kent Kirshenbaum

Abstract

Biopolymers are unusual in that they are comprised of a specific sequence of

diverse monomer units. It is only recently that chemists have developed the ability to

control the sequences of monomers they assemble. It is possible that new sequence

specific heteropolymers will demonstrate some of the sophisticated properties of

biopolymers, such as catalysis and folding to a unique compact structure. We pursued

this goal by studying a family of sequence-specific N-substituted glycine oligomers, or

“peptoids”.

Peptoids lack some of the characteristics that direct the self-assembly of

biomolecules, such as main chain chirality and the capacity to form a hydrogen bond

network. We postulated that certain bulky chiral side chains could provide a steric

influence to compensate for this deficit.
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A library of peptoid sequences was synthesized that incorporated chemically

diverse chiral side chains. Many of these oligomers give rise to circular dichroism spectra

that resemble those of peptide helices. Peptoid secondary structure is remarkably stable.

Helix-like CD spectra are observed for oligomers as short as five residues, and these

signals are only slightly diminished at elevated temperatures.

Consistent with previous modeling studies, NMR and X-ray crystal structures

reveal the presence of a polyproline I type helix with repeating cis-amide bonds, a

periodicity of three residues per turn, and a helix pitch of ~6 A. Peptoids will be useful

for investigating principles of self-assembly in biopolymers and for creating novel

functional polymeric materials.

A study of protein conformational switches is additionally provided.

Many proteins undergo localized switches in conformation as part of their

biological function. We have developed a method that predicts sites of conformational

rearrangement from protein primary sequence. The program utilizes a secondary structure

prediction algorithm to identify sequence elements that are predisposed to transition

between secondary structure classes. We evaluated a test set of proteins for which

function involves substantial backbone rearrangements. All sites previously described as

conformational switches are correctly predicted to be part of structurally ambivalent

regions. The predictive capability of the algorithm will permit the design of experiments

that elucidate protein function and motion, even in the absence of a high-resolution

Structure.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION:

DESIGNING POLYMERS THAT MIMIC BIOMOLECULES

This chapter was published as:

Kent Kirshenbaum, Ronald N. Zuckermann, and Ken A. Dill (1999)

“Designing polymers that mimic biomolecules” Curr. Opin. Struct. Biol. 9:

530-535.



Abstract

A new field is emerging. Chemists are beginning to synthesize polymers with properties

that are similar to those of proteins and RNA. Recent studies have identified oligomer

backbones that form stable secondary structures. It is now possible to assemble specific

sequences of diverse monomer sets into chain lengths that are nearly sufficient for

tertiary structure formation. Such molecules will teach us how natural biopolymers fold;

they will also enable us to design synthetic heteropolymers with novel structures and

desirable functions.



Introduction

Biological polymers form complex architectures that are capable of many

sophisticated functions. In contrast, most man-made polymers are simple structural

materials. What makes biomolecules special? One view is that biopolymer properties

result from exceptional characteristics of their monomer units – amino acids or nucleic

acids. An alternative view follows from simplified models [1,2]: the ability to fold and

function arises because the biological synthetic apparatus can assemble monomers in

specific sequences. The implication is that if chemists could control the sequences of the

monomers they assemble, such molecules could fold and function, even without using

biological monomer sets. Such laboratory syntheses are now possible. Novel backbones,

a diversity of sidechains and solid phase synthesis protocols are now providing a wide

range of oligomeric structures [3] [4].

In traditional homopolymers, the properties of the polymeric material are largely

those of the monomer unit itself. On the other hand, biopolymers have sequence/structure

relationships – the properties go beyond the sum of the monomer units. The power of

biopolymers is in their ability to form precise spatial arrangements of monomers with

specific chemical functionalities. New efforts are aimed at creating monodisperse

heteropolymers with sequence/structure relationships. We group these into the following

classes:

Oligomers with stable secondary structures.

Oligomers with a specific sequence of diverse monomers.

Oligomers with both the above properties.



We then suggest some design principles that may guide future synthetic efforts towards

mimicking additional properties of functional biopolymers, like the formation of folded

tertiary structures.

Novel structured oligomers

Chemists have sought to emulate biopolymer secondary structures in synthetic

oligomers. Some efforts have successfully established secondary structures in oligomers

comprised of the same or similar monomer types (Figure 1.1). The most common have

been helical structures, although linear structures and turns have also been characterized.

Several oligomer backbones containing aromatic groups have been shown to form

secondary structures. These include poly-■ -linked pyrroles [5], poly-meta-phenylenes

[6], poly-orthophenylenes [7], poly(aryl carbonates) [8], and aromatic polyetherketones

[9]. Typically, a stable structure is defined by the rigidity of the monomer units, a

conformational preference at the single bonds linking the units, and aromatic stacking

interactions in helical oligomers longer than one turn. Bassani et al. [10] have established

such a helical structure in a copolymer consisting of 13 alternating pyridine and

pyrimidine units. Oligomers of phenylene ethynylene undergo solvophobic collapse,

which has been suggested to result in a helical conformation that can coordinate added

metal ions internally [11][12].



Figure 1.1: Examples of monodisperse synthetic oligomers that form stable secondary
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N-methylated diphenylguanidines form multilayered structures and helices that

are stabilized by the central stacking of the aromatic groups [13]. The presence of the

charged guanidinium groups permits structure formation in both aqueous and organic

solvents. “Aedemers” comprise alternating aromatic donor groups (1,5,-

dialkoxynaphthalene) and acceptor groups (1,4,5,8-naphthalenetetracaboxylic diimide).

Aedemers of up to six such groups were synthesized on a solid support with aspartic acid

linkages [14]. This arrangement is designed to enforce a pleated secondary structure upon

stacking in water.

Secondary structures in short oligoanthranilamides are observed to form

hydrogen-bond networks [15]. Varying substitutions with pyridine subunits give rise to x

ray crystal structures showing linear strands, turns, and helices. Subsequent studies of

longer oligomers with nine subunits reveal that the formation of multiple helical turns

allows stabilization of secondary structure through t—t interactions [16]. Nowicket al.

have established that oligourea derivatives form structures with intramolecular hydrogen

bonds [17] [18]. This has allowed the use of oligoureas as scaffolds for templating a

variety of artificial fl-sheet structures [19].

Novel oligomers containing peptide linkages have been widely studied. Among

the first of these “alternative peptide backbones” were vinylogous peptides, which have

an additional (E)-ethenyl unit between the carbonyl carbon and Co [20]. Oligomers up to

four residues were shown by X-ray crystallography to form a variety of secondary



structures. “Carbopeptoids” (oligo-tetrahydrofuran amino acids) [21] [22] and

“sialooligomers” (oligo-B-O-methyl neuraminic acid) [23] are amide-linked oligomers of

sugar amino acids. In these examples, oligomers as short as four residues can form

hydrogen-bonded secondary structures, as observed in organic solvents for

carbopeptoids.

The above examples indicate that a variety of mechanisms may stabilize

secondary structures in oligomeric systems. While hydrogen-bond networks are common,

other factors, such as aromatic stacking or solvophobicity, can also determine structure.

Sequence-specific oligomers

A second important goal in mimicking biopolymers is the synthesis of oligomers

that have specific sequences of units that are chosen from diverse monomer alphabets

(Figure 1.2). Schultz and co-workers have developed several such oligomers. A library

of oligocarbamate sequences was synthesized on a solid phase support, enabling them to

be screened for binding to an antibody [24]. Certain oligocarbamates were subsequently

found to be capable of recognizing specific RNA targets [25]. Sequences of oligoureas up

to pentamer length were also synthesized on solid phase support [26] [27]. Oligoureas

were shown to bind to specific antibodies [28] and RNA sequences [29].

º

:



Figure 1.2: Examples of synthetic oligomers composed of a specific sequence of diverse
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Ethoxyformacetal oligomers have been synthesized with the aim of establishing

metal-coordination capabilities [30]. Han and Janda have studied oligomers of O-aza

amino acids [31]. These “azatides”, incorporating peptidomimetic N-pendant sidechain

residues, were synthesized up to pentamer length using liquid-phase techniques. The

Dervan group has studied polyamide sequences of pyrrole, hydroxypyrrole and imidazole

subunits. These molecules can recognize specific DNA sequences in the minor groove

[32] [33].

A large number of modified nucleic acid oligomers have been described, some of

which have been designed to favor particular conformations [34]. Many incorporate

variations in the nucleoside units, such as Locked Nucleic Acids (LNAs), which contain

2'-O,4'-C-methylene linked bicyclic ribofuranosyl nucleosides [35]. In other cases, the

nucleotide phosphodiester backbone is modified. Peptide nucleic acids contain

nucleobases that are pendant on an achiral peptide backbone [36]. “PNAs" form stable

hybrids with complementary DNAs that have higher melting temperatures than the

corresponding DNA/DNA duplexes. Similar results have been found for PHONA-PNA

co-oligomers, which contain phosphonic acid linkages in the place of peptide bonds [37].

These examples indicate that synthetic oligomers with controlled sequences of monomer

units can demonstrate the ability to recognize specific bio-molecular targets.
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Structured sequence-specific oligomers

Closer to the biological realm are oligomers that exhibit both attributes discussed

above — specific sequences of diverse monomers and the ability to form secondary

structures (Figure 1.3).

Pyrrolinone-based oligomers were among the first peptidomimetics that were

shown to form a well-defined structure [38]. The non-amide scaffold displaces the NH

group, relative to native peptides, into the rigid pyrrolinone ring. Solution-phase methods

were used to synthesize compounds of up to five subunits with varying side-chains. X-ray

crystallography shows that the NH group can either form intramolecular hydrogen bonds

(and mimic peptide ■ -strands) or intermolecular hydrogen bonds (to form ■ }-sheets).

Vinylogous sulfonamidopeptides (vs-peptides) are another class of structured

peptidomimetics. Gennari et al. synthesized vs-peptides of up to four monomers that

incorporated specific sequences of chiral residues [39]. Conformational studies were

conducted using a wide variety of experimental techniques including X-ray

crystallography of a vs-dipeptide. Structures of tripeptides and tetrapeptides were

evaluated by solution NMR spectroscopy and computational modeling. In an apolar

medium, these molecules form a conformational ensemble predominated by 12- and 14

membered hydrogen-bonded rings.

2

=3
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Figure 1.3: Examples of synthetic oligomers with stable secondary structures composed

of a specific sequence of diverse monomers.
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Oligo(3-amino acids), called ‘fl-peptides’, incorporate an additional methylene

unit per monomer into the natural o-peptide backbone. The Seebach group has generated

a family of enantiopure [-amino acid monomers by an elegant homologation of the

cognate O-amino acids. This has facilitated the synthesis of 3-peptides of up to twelve

residues, with a variety of peptidic side chains, such as alanine, valine, leucine,

phenylalanine, serine and lysine, at either or both of the 2- and 3-positions [40] [41]. The

structural properties of these molecules have been investigated extensively [42]. They

have secondary structures that are defined by hydrogen-bond patterns between backbone

carbonyl and NH groups. Two-dimensional NMR analysis in pyridine and methanol of a

B-peptide hexamer identified a helix with a 5 Å pitch [43]. A network of 14-membered

hydrogen-bonded rings is formed along the helix backbone, and lateral substituents are

aligned in an i to (i+3) pattern. Different secondary structures were generated by altering

the 2 and 3 positioning of the sidechains or forming a cyclopeptide. These have been

described by CD, high-resolution NMR spectroscopy, and X-ray studies [40, 42]

The Gellman group has primarily studied 3-peptides that are conformationally

rigidified by the incorporation of backbone carbons into five- or six-membered rings.

Variation of the backbone carbocyle size allows for controlled formation of two different

helical conformations, stabilized by 14- or 12-membered hydrogen-bonded rings. The

structure of oligo-trans-2-aminocyclohexanecarboxylic acid (ACHC) has been

characterized in the solid state [44, 45]. The “14 helix' adopted by this hexamer is similar

to that found by the Seebach group for some acyclic fl-peptides [42]. The “12 helix’

formed by the cyclopentyl oligomers has been characterized both in organic solvents and
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in the solid state [46]. A heterochiral dinipecotic acid [S-peptide segment has been shown

to form a reverse turn, allowing for the synthesis of a fl-peptide tetramer with a hairpin

conformation in the solid state [47]. Previously, high-resolution structures of unnatural

oligomers have been obtained only in organic solvents. The Gellman group [48] has now

used two-dimensional NMR spectroscopy to describe the “14 helix’ structure in aqueous

solution of a fl-peptide hexamer containing cationic and ACHC residues. The presence of

the carbocyle constraints has been suggested to enhance the structural stability by

limiting backbone flexibility. This may be important in an aqueous medium capable of

competing effectively with intramolecular hydrogen-bond partners along the helix

backbone.

Stable secondary structures are also formed by short Y-peptide oligomers

containing specific sequences of apolar side chains. As in the case of fl-peptides, this

result was surprising given the presence of the additional flexible methylene units in the

scaffold. NMR studies of two different systems have established that y-peptide oligomers

in organic solvents form helices that contain 14-membered hydrogen bonded rings, for

both hexamers [49] and tetramers [50].

Peptoids are oligomers of N-substituted glycine residues. Although they are

structually similar to O-amino acid peptides, peptoids lack chiral centers or hydrogen

bond donors in the main chain. Sequence-specific peptoid oligomers can currently be

made with lengths up to 48 residues using an automated solid-phase submonomer

protocol.
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Peptoids have been generated with specific sequences of diverse chiral side chain

functionalities including alkyl, aromatic, heterocyclic, cationic, and anionic groups [51].

Structured peptoids have been studied in both aqueous and organic solvents. Oligomers

as short as five residues have been shown by 2D NMR to form helical structures in

organic solvent [52]. Circular dichroism spectra were obtained that resembled those of o

peptide helices. Secondary structure of a polyanionic peptoid 30mer was stable above

65°C in aqueous solution [51]. The robotic peptoid synthesizer efficiently generates

diverse combinatorial libraries, enabling the screening of multiple sequences for the

presence of structured or functional species. For example, a library of cationic peptoid

sequences has been screened for activity in intracellular delivery of DNA [53].

A key conclusion of these studies is that the natural peptide backbone is highly

plastic: substantial modifications often do not destroy their capacity for forming stable

secondary structures. On the contrary, upon homologation of o-peptides to the

corresponding ■ - and Y-peptide scaffolds, helical secondary structures appear to become

increasingly stable in short oligomers. Even peptidomimetics lacking the capacity for

hydrogen bonding can form stable secondary structures.

These findings indicate that studies of novel sequence specific heteropolymers with

sufficient chain lengths may lead to synthetic macromolecules with many of the

characteristics of natural biopolymers. The studies also suggest new avenues to studying

the forces that drive biopolymer folding.

>
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Strategies for designing biomimetic properties

in synthetic polymers

It has now become possible to synthesize oligomers having many biomimetic

properties including secondary structure, specific sequences drawn from a diverse set of

monomers, high resolution structures in both organic and aqueous solvents, environment

dependent structural transitions [51,54,55], self-assembly into supramolecular structures

[56,57], and recognition of specific biomolecular targets. Some synthetic systems have

advantages over biopolymers, including an expanded alphabet of monomer units,

enhanced stability to enzymatic cleavage [43,58], enhanced thermal stability, and an

ability to form stable secondary structures at reduced chain lengths. Synthetic polymer

systems still lack some of the characteristic properties of proteins – catalytic and other

sophisticated functions, cooperative folding, and the formation of unique tertiary

StructureS.

How can chemists achieve the other features of biopolymers? To create catalysts,

we must be able to control the structure so as to position accurately multiple chemical

functionalities in three dimensions. In principle, the power of sequence-specific

heteropolymers is their ability to create specific 3D structures, and tailored functions. The

current limitation is that designing such polymers requires both an understanding of the

*
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folding code and the development of theoretical or computational tools that can tell us

what sequence will create what fold. This has not yet been accomplished.

One possibility is to obtain clues from studies of biopolymer folding. Models

indicate that the main determinant of a protein fold is just the pattern of hydrophobic and

polar monomers in the sequence [2.59]. Experimental studies show that the precise

identities of amino acid residues in proteins are less important than whether they are polar

or hydrophobic, both for determining secondary structure type [60] and in determining a

native-like three-dimensional fold [61,62]. For proteins, rapid and cooperative folding is

thought to depend upon a substantial contribution from nonlocal contacts to the

stabilization of a unique native state [63].

There are several implications for the design of biomimetic polymers. Improved

synthetic and purification schemes that can lead to longer chain lengths will become

increasingly important. There are still few examples of monodisperse nonnatural

structured oligomers greater than 10 residues, and only one example greater than 20 [51].

Currently, the synthesis of extended polypeptide and oligonucleotide sequences relies

heavily upon solid phase organic synthesis (SPOS) techniques. Polymer backbones that

are compatible with SPOS will be advantageous for generating novel macromolecular

architectures.

The design of synthetic tertiary structures with sophisticated functions will

probably depend upon continued development of polymers comprised of diverse
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monomer alphabets. Such alphabets will enable the patterning of hydrophobic and polar

residues that can produce a ‘solvation code’ for folding. The appropriate positioning of

residues bearing charge groups or hydrogen-bond contributors may establish strong

nonlocal contacts between sidechains, permitting cooperative folding to a unique native

conformation.

Summary

Polymers are now being synthesized that have many features of biomolecules.

They have secondary structures and controlled sequences of monomers that are drawn

from diverse alphabets. They do not yet have sufficient chain length or sophistication in

design to allow the formation of complex tertiary structures with desirable functions, but

this may just be a matter of time. Such molecules can teach us about folding codes in

biomolecules, and may have applications in the fields of molecular recognition, nano

machinery, materials science and pharmaceuticals.
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CHAPTER 2

PEPTOIDS: THE DESIGN AND MODELING OF

N-SUBSTITUTED GLYCINE OLIGOMERS

WITH HELICAL SECONDARY STRUCTURE

This chapter was published as:

Philippe Armand, Kent Kirshenbaum, Alexis Falicov, Roland L.
Dunbrack Jr, Ken A. Dill, Ronald N. Zuckermann, Fred E Cohen (1997)

“Chiral N-substituted glycines can form stable helical conformations”
Folding & Design 2:369-375.
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Abstract

Background: Short sequence-specific heteropolymers of N-substituted glycines

(peptoids) have emerged as promising tools for drug discovery. Recent work on

medium-length peptoids containing chiral centers in their sidechains has demonstrated

the existence of stable chiral conformations in solution. In this report, we explore the

conformational properties of these No chiral peptoids by molecular mechanics

calculations and propose a model for the solution conformation of an octamer of (S)-N-

(1-phenylethyl)glycine.

Results: Molecular mechanics calculations indicate that the presence of N-substituents in

which the No carbons are chiral centers has a dramatic impact on the available backbone

conformations. These results are supported by semi-empirical quantum mechanical

calculations, and coincide qualitatively with simple steric considerations. They suggest

that an octamer of (S)-N-(1-phenylethyl)glycine should form a right-handed helix with cis

amide bonds, similar to the poly-proline type I helix. This model is consistent with

circular dichroism studies of these molecules.

Conclusions: Peptoid oligomers containing chiral centers in their sidechains present a

new structural paradigm which has promising implications for the design of stably folded

molecules. We expect that their novel structure may provide a scaffold to create

heteropolymers with useful functionality.

>
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Introduction

Peptoids are polymers of N-substituted glycines; they differ from peptides in that

the peptoid sidechains are attached to the backbone nitrogen atoms instead of to the

backbone o-carbons. Heteropolymeric peptoids have the potential to become a powerful

and flexible system with which to create new molecules able to carry out therapeutic,

diagnostic or structural functions (1,2). Their synthesis is sequence-specific, efficient,

automatable, and inexpensive, owing to the simplicity of the component synthons (1).

Moreover, a submonomer synthesis protocol allows the incorporation of a large variety of

amines as the N-substituent sidechains (3). But ultimately, the feasibility of rationally

designing functional peptoids will depend on the structural properties of this class of

molecules, as well as on our ability to understand and use these properties. Therefore, we

are currently investigating the nature, stability, and origins of the folded conformations

adopted by medium-length peptoids, as well as the effect of the sidechains on the

backbone conformation, using both experimental and computational methods.

Recent work on peptoids containing chiral centers in their sidechains at the No.

position has demonstrated the existence of stable folded conformations in aqueous and

organic solvents for chain lengths of 5 to 30 residues (4). The circular dichroic (CD)

spectra of molecules with specific sidechain sequences show a double minimum with

nadirs around 200 and 220 nm accompanied by a maximum around 190 nm, which is

strongly reminiscent of the alpha-helical signal in peptides. Our data strongly argue that

this signal arises from a regular ordering of the backbone amide chromophores, and that

this ordering does not occur through aggregation (4). This suggests that a significant

fraction of the molecules in solution are monomeric and adopt a regularly repeating

conformation of specific handedness. In order to develop a basic understanding of
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peptoid structure, to assist in the interpretation of our experimental data, and to guide

peptoid design efforts, we have modeled this conformation at the atomic level. While

there have been previous reports on the modeling of oligopeptoids (1, 5), they have

focused on sarcosine (in which the sidechain is simply a methyl group). However, the

presence of chiral, di-substituted No. carbons drastically affects the spectroscopic

characteristics of the molecules (4). Thus, a re-examination of their conformational

properties is warranted. In this report, we study the available helical geometries of

No-chiral peptoids (a subset of peptoid secondary structure), and the minimum-energy

conformation. The molecule that we have chosen for study, based on its spectroscopic

characteristics, is an oligomer of (S)-N-(1-phenylethyl)glycine (Nspe). It is shown in Fig.

2.1, along with the atom and dihedral nomenclature used in this report. The CD spectra

of Nspe homopolymers display the maximum and double-minimum just described. Fig.

2.2 shows that this signal is present even when one third of the sidechains are achiral, and

that reversing the chirality of the Nspe sidechains reverses the sign of the ellipticity.
* **

sº

==
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Figure 2.1: (S)-N-(1-phenylethyl)glycine octamer
The N-terminus is free and the C-terminus is amidated. This is the molecule that was

used in all calculations unless stated otherwise. Also shown are the mainchain dihedral

angles: º, u) and 0 are defined as for glycine; Xi refers to the C(i-1)..NG),N-Co(i),N-
CB2(i). Atom names follow the nomenclature devised in (17). Note that since we are
dealing here with homopolymers, the subscripted sidechain name has been omitted from
the names of sidechain atoms (e.g., NxxxCo is referred to as N-Co.).

ac-Co. N

4 *-■ d-coº NH2

N-Co. O

X 6

º
N-CB1
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Figure 2.2: CD spectra of peptoids containing N-(1-phenylethyl)glycines
This shows the characteristic double peak around 200 and 220 nm as well as the peak of
opposite sign at 190 nm, for an oligomer containing two thirds chiral sidechains (Nspe),
and one third achiral sidechains (N-(2-acetamidoethyl)glycine). Note how changing the
chirality of the Nspe sidechain inverts the sign of the ellipticity.
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Results and Discussion

Conformational Maps

Following the classical approach of Ramachandran et al. for peptides (6), we

obtained maps of the allowed regular conformations of unsubstituted (sarcosine) and

substituted (Nspe) octamers, with the amide bond (the Go dihedral angle) adopting either a

cis or a trans conformation (Fig. 2.3). In all cases, bond lengths and angles were kept

constant, and conformations were evaluated using the all-atom AMBER molecular

mechanics force field (7). We also performed the calculations on an Nspe dipeptoid

while allowing all bond lengths and angles to relax; the maps thus obtained were flatter,

but the positions of the minima and their relative depths did not change appreciably (data

not shown). We draw three conclusions from this analysis. First, the maps for Nspe are

distinctly asymmetric, unlike those for sarcosine. This asymmetry implies that the chiral

centers in the sidechains can give rise to a significant preference of backbone handedness.

This is consistent with the CD features of Nspe-containing peptoids: the double minimum

indicates a chiral backbone conformation, whose handedness is determined by the

chirality of the sidechain (Fig. 2.2). Second, the maps show that the minima for octa

Nspe in the cis conformation are lower in energy (more favorable) than those in the trans

conformation, while this preference is reversed for octa-sarcosine. This can be

understood from simple steric considerations, by assuming that the bulkiest groups on

either side of the C-N amide bond will prefer to be trans to each other (Fig. 2.4). Of the

two groups bonded to the carbonyl carbon, the methylene group of the mainchain Co. is

the bulkier. It will prefer to be trans to the bulkier group bonded to the nitrogen. In the

case of sarcosine, this will be the mono-substituted mainchain ac-Co. (Fig. 2.4B); but in

the case of Nspe, it will be the di-substituted sidechain N-Co. (Fig. 2.4A).

sº
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Figure 2.3: Conformational maps of peptoid octamers
The potential of octa-Nspe is shown in color, and the potential of octa-sarcosine by black
contour lines. “CIS” denotes octamers with Co values around 0 degrees, while “TRANS”
denotes octamers with 0 values around 180 degrees. The cutoffs are 500 units in all
cases. Note that since bond lengths and angles are fixed, the units cannot be interpreted
as kcal/mol. A line has been drawn on the cis map to separate right- from left-handed
helices. Points symmetrical about the center of a map represent enantiomeric backbone
StructureS.
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Figure 2.4: Interactions around the amide bond
A, Nspe, with cis (A1) or trans (A2) () (Go is the amide bond dihedral defined by the
green mainchain carbons); B, Sarcosine with cis (B1) or trans (B2) (0. The bulkiest
groups on either side of the amide bond are highlighted in orange (conformations where
the two orange groups are trans to each other avoid the steric repulsion --double line--
that occurs when they are cis). Mainchain carbons are in green, nitrogens in blue,
oxygens in red, and sidechain carbons in yellow.

* -* º
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Third, for each value of Go, there are apparently only two broad regions of backbone

conformational space that are easily accessible, and their backbones are mirror images of

each other. In those regions, the presence of the sidechain has little impact on the shape

of the energy landscape in the cis conformation. This holds true for a variety of

sidechains (data not shown).

Together, these results argue that the secondary structure of No-chiral peptoids

may be easier to predict than that of peptides. Indeed, chirality at the No. atoms should

be sufficient to impart a chiral preference to the backbone. In addition, any chiral carbon

at the No position will be bulkier than the mainchain mono-substituted ac-Co., leading

the amide bond to adopt a cis geometry (Fig. 2.4). Taken together, these two restraints

could then force backbone dihedrals to lie within a narrow and predictable range (Fig.

2.3): © between -120 and -60 degrees for the (S)-N-(1-phenylethyl)glycine isomer (or

between 60 and 120 degrees for the (R) isomer), and u■ between 150 and 210 degrees.

Here we only consider regular backbone conformations, and not turns or other irregular

StructureS.

Minimum energy conformation

To model in greater detail the most energetically favorable conformation of

(Nspe)8, we sampled the space of simple helical conformations (see Materials and

Methods), again using the AMBER force field (7) and allowing all bond lengths and

angles to relax. After minimization, we retained the four conformations of lowest

energy: two enantiomeric cis helices ((q)=0°, Ös-75°, Uys 170°, right-handed) and (0)=0°,

{}=75°, ys-170°, left-handed)), and two enantiomeric trans helices ((q)=170°, ºs

75°,\!/s180°, left-handed), and (0)=185°, 9°70°, y=170°, right-handed)). Of these, the cis

right-handed helix had lowest energy (Table 2.1A).
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Table 2.1: Conformational Comparisons

A, AMBER calculations
Helix Type Phi" |Psi" |Omega" |AMBER

Energy:
Cis Right-handed –70 165 cis 0.0t
Cis Left-handed 70 185 cis 5.6

Trans Right-handed –75 185 tranS 34.5

Trans Left-handed 70 180 tranS 23.8f
*Dihedrals values are average for the helix
* These two values are for a X1 of +60°, which for these two structures gives a lower
AMBER energy.
iValues are in kcal/mol, relative to the lowest-energy conformation

B, AMSOL Dipeptoid calculations
Helix Type Phi Psi Omega |x|$ AMSOL Energy?

Gas Phase Solvated

Cis Right-handed –76.5 |-167.2 || Cis -113.2 || 0.0 0.0

Cis Left-handed +72.0 | 165.6 |cis -130.8 || 1.12 0.58

Cis Left-handed +85.1 | 165.1 |cis 86.2 1.46 2.01

Cis Right-handed -82.1 |-113.9 |cis 89.3 2.01 2.50
£Values are in kcal/mol, relative to the lowest-energy conformation
$Chil refers to the C(i-1)..NG),N-Co(i),N-CB2(i) dihedral
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However, the empirical AMBER force field was not parameterized for peptoids;

we therefore used semi-empirical quantum mechanical calculations, performed with the

AMSOL force field (8), to compare the cis conformations more accurately. We

calculated the helical handedness and sidechain rotamer preferences on a cis Nspe

dipeptoid with full relaxation (Table 2.1B). The dipeptoid gas-phase calculations

revealed a 0.5 kcal/mol per residue preference for the right-handed helix (negative

Ö) when the sidechain adopts the most favorable rotamer (in which the sidechain N-Ho.

hydrogen of residue (i) points toward the carbonyl oxygen of residue (i-1)). These

energetic differences may change in magnitude or direction as the helix grows and

residues begin to interact with each other. However, our molecular mechanics results for

the octamer agree qualitatively with the dipeptoid calculations in favoring the cis right

handed helix backbone for the (S) isomer of N-(1-phenylethyl)glycine.

These preferences can be rationalized as follows (Fig. 2.5):

a) The preferred rotamer (Fig. 2.5A-1) avoids a weak steric interaction between

the two N-C3 carbons of sidechain (i) and the carbonyl oxygen of (i-1). The other

possible rotamer (Fig. 2.5A-2) would have these N-C3 carbons straddling the oxygen,

which would introduce some steric strain.

b) This rotamer prevents () from adopting trans values (around 180 degrees), since

then the N-C3 (i) carbons would have an unfavorable steric interaction with the ac-CO(i)

carbonyl carbon (Fig. 2.5B-2). Therefore, () is limited to values around +90 or -90

degrees (Fig. 2.5B-1).

c) There are then two important interactions to consider between the sidechain

and the backbone atoms of (i) which determine the sign of (), and thus the handedness of

the helix (Fig. 2.5C). First, there is a steric interaction between the carbonyl atoms and

either the bulkier ring (if () is positive) or the smaller N3 methyl group (if () is negative).

£
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Figure 2.5: Rotamer and handedness preferences of Nspe
Steric repulsion is denoted by orange circles drawn around the clashing atoms or groups.
All relevant atoms are rendered in ball-and-stick model, and colored as in Fig. 2.4.

A. Rotamer preferences. A XI of -120° (A1) avoids the steric repulsion between the
carbonyl oxygen and the N3 groups; this repulsion occurs if X1 is +60° (A2).

B. Exclusion of trans @ dihedral: a () of +60° (B1) avoids the steric repulsion between
the carbonyl oxygen and the N3 groups; this repulsion occurs if () is 180° (B2).

C. Handedness preference. A () of -60° (C1) avoids the steric and electrostatic
repulsion between the carbonyl oxygen and the ring; this repulsion occurs if () is +60°
(C2) (this preference would be reversed for the (R) isomer).
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This should favor a negative (). Secondly, an electrostatic repulsion between the ■ t

orbitals of the aromatic ring and the carbonyl oxygen can reinforce this preference.

We therefore predict that an Nspe octamer will form a helix with the following

dihedral angles: os0, b=-75, u/s170, x1=-120 (where Xi refers to the C(i-1), N(i), N

Co(i), N-CB2(i) dihedral, as shown in Fig. 2.1). This helix has cis amide bonds, a right

handed twist, and a periodicity of about three residues per turn (Fig. 2.6). Its backbone

dihedrals are essentially the same as those of a poly-proline type I helix. Of note is that

fact that the C=O dipoles in this model are nearly parallel to the long axis of the helix,

which is consistent with the strength of the molecule's CD signal. This alignment should

also generate a helix macro dipole much like that of the o-helix (9), equivalent to the

presence of a partial negative charge at the N-terminus and a positive one at the C

terminus. However, the direction of this dipole is opposite to that of the o-helix in

peptides since, in our model, the carbonyls point towards the N-terminus (Fig. 2.5).

Again by analogy to peptides (10, 11, 12), we expect this conformation to be stabilized

by positively charged sidechains near the N-terminus and by negatively charged

sidechains near the C-terminus. Similarly, a molecule with a free positively charged

amine at the N-terminus and a free negatively charged carboxylic acid group at the C

terminus should more readily adopt the proposed conformation, and hence display a

stronger CD double-minimum signal, than a molecule acetylated at the N-terminus and

amidated at the C-terminus.
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Figure 2.6: Diagrams of the predicted structure of octa-Nspe
All heavy atoms are shown (mainchain carbons in green, nitrogen atoms in blue, oxygens
in red, and sidechain carbons in yellow). The model is viewed parallel (top) and
perpendicular (bottom) to the long axis of the helix.
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Although we have focused on the minimum energy conformation, it appears that

the energetic differences associated with changes in Go, in handedness, or in Xi are small

(Table 2.1). In specific situations, therefore, polypeptoid conformations may depart from

the proposed helix, if in so doing they can be stabilized by solvation effects, sidechain

interactions, etc... The most conformationally significant changes would be a change of

the amide bond conformation (from cis to trans) or a reversal of the sign of (). The

barrier between the cis and trans conformations of the amide bond is probably close to

the 20 kcal/mol barrier for proline isomerization (13). To estimate the barrier to

handedness reversal, we considered a dipeptoid in the minimum energy conformation

(negative @). Based on the conformational map obtained with AMBER, we determined

the lowest energy maximum separating this conformation from the minimum energy

conformation of opposite handedness (positive @). On this basis, we estimate the barrier

to be around 10 kcal/mol. Finally, the sidechains could easily adopt the other possible

rotamer (X1= +60° instead of the proposed X1- -120°), since this would incur only a

minimal steric cost and may permit favorable interactions of sidechain or backbone atoms

with other sidechains or with solvent molecules. Using the strategy just described, we

estimate the barrier to this change to be about 5 kcal/mol.

All of the calculations described above were done in the gas phase and largely

ignore the effects of solvation (except for the distance-dependence of the AMBER

dielectric constant). However, the solvent probably does not have a major impact on the

conformation responsible for the double-minimum CD signal; indeed, we have observed

this signal in a variety of both aqueous and organic solvents (4). Furthermore, when we

repeated the AMSOL dipeptoid calculations taking into account solvation energies, the
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conclusions were qualitatively unchanged (Table 2.1B). This argues for the robustness of

our calculations, and the primacy of the steric term in determining the conformation of

these molecules.

Peptoids whose sidechains lack the No chiral center should behave differently.

Changing the degree of substitution at the No. atom would likely affect both the Go and the

() preference, as well as the number of allowed rotamers. This should be reflected in a

change in the spectroscopic properties of the molecules. The decreased energy of trans

conformations and the lack of an enantiomeric preference would increase the number of

accessible conformations at a given temperature, which would be entropically favorable.

Therefore, as the number of achiral sidechains increases in an oligopeptoid, we expect a

decrease in the strength of the double minimum CD signal, as more molecules depart

from the regular helix conformation. This decrease in the magnitude of the signal may be

accompanied by an increase in its heat-stability, reflecting the entropic benefit of the

greater number of accessible conformations.

_*:--º
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Conclusions

The results presented here lend some insight into the conformational properties of

No-chiral oligopeptoids, and into the differences between the protein folding and peptoid

folding problems. Indeed, the constraints which determine the allowed values of the

backbone dihedral angles for peptoids seem subtly different from those that operate in

polypeptides. Polypeptide backbones can adopt very distinct regular conformations

(most notably o-helix and fl-sheet), but almost always with negative values of

© (13). This handedness of the backbone is driven by the chirality of the Co., which is

identical for all 19 naturally occurring amino-acids with sidechains. Backbone

conformations in natural proteins derive therefore not from local chiral choices, but from

the balance between local conformational propensities of the different amino-acids and

nonlocal interactions (14). This renders rational design of proteins very difficult, due to

the delicate balance between local and nonlocal interactions. By contrast, peptoid

backbones may be forced by the presence of No chiral sidechains to adopt conformations

close to the helix described above. The handedness of this conformation can be changed

by the choice of the sidechains’ chirality. Thus, it may ultimately prove easier to design

peptoids than proteins, by using No-chiral sidechains to force the backbone dihedrals into

a predictable region of conformational space, and different chemical groups distal to the

No atom to direct the combination of the backbone elements and to introduce

functionality.

Peptoids present a new and promising structural paradigm, which could translate

into new functional possibilities. We are involved at present in determining the solution

structure of No-chiral oligopeptoids, and in exploring the ramifications of their

conformational properties for molecular design.
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Materials and Methods

Synthesis and Circular Dichroism

Synthesis and spectroscopy were performed as described in (4). For the CD

spectra shown in Fig. 2.2, the molecules were dissolved in 96% H2O/4% methanol to a

concentration of 0.1mM, and the spectra collected at 25C.

Conformational Maps

The values of the () and u■ dihedrals of the octamers were independently changed

from 0 to 360 degrees in increments of 4. At each point, the sidechain dihedrals and the

Go dihedral were allowed to relax in a force field that consisted of the non-bonded (van

der Waals and electrostatics) and torsional components of the all-atom AMBER potential

(7), with (1,4) interactions scaled as described in (7). To improve computational

efficiency, we kept bond lengths and angles fixed to the monomer equilibrium values.

Missing partial charges and torsional parameters were determined simply by similarity to

peptides. Because of the lack of accurate parameters for peptoids, we have repeated these

calculations without the torsional potentials (data not shown). The maps were essentially

unchanged, implying that their salient features are sterically determined. The

minimization was performed with a downhill simplex algorithm (15). For the dimers,

bond lengths and angles were allowed to relax; () and Q) were scanned in increments of 10

degrees, using an internal coordinate conjugate gradient minimizer. All calculations

reported here were done on SGI Indigol I workstations, and all software written for this

work, unless stated otherwise. Graphical displays were created and printed out using the

Insight® II 95.0 molecular modeling system (Biosym/MSI, San Diego).

Minimum Energy Conformation

Conformations were generated in two steps: in the first step, octamers were

minimized in the force field described above, with all bond lengths and angles fixed, and
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all dihedrals constrained to lie within 40 degrees of each other (this excluded irregular

conformations, but was necessary to keep the problem computationally tractable). The go

torsion was constrained to lie between -15 and 15 degrees (cis), or between 165 and 195

degrees (trans). The minimization was performed using a simulated annealing protocol

(16). Low-energy structures were then further minimized in the full AMBER force field,

allowing all dihedrals, bond angles, and bond lengths to relax, using an internal

coordinate conjugate gradient minimizer. Again missing parameters were inferred from

similarity to peptides.

Semi-empirical quantum mechanical calculations were performed with AMSOL

version 4.5 (8), using the AM1-parameter set. The calculations were also done in solvent

by using the AM1-SM2.1 parameter set. The dipeptoid was N-acetyl-(S)-N-(1-

phenylethyl)glycine with an N-dimethyl amide cap.
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CHAPTER 3

SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERIZATION OF A DIVERSE

FAMILY OF SEQUENCE-SPECIFIC POLYPEPTOIDS

WITH WELL DEFINED SECONDARY STRUCTURE

This chapter was published as:
Kent Kirshenbaum, Annelise E. Barron, Richard A. Goldsmith,

Philippe Armand, Erin K. Bradley, Kiet T.V. Truong, Ken A. Dill, Fred E.

Cohen, Ronald N. Zuckermann (1998) “Sequence-specific polypeptoids: A

diverse family of heteropolymers with stable secondary structure” Proc.
Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 95:4303-4308.
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Abstract

We have synthesized and characterized a family of structured oligo-N-substituted

glycines (peptoids) up to 36 residues in length, using an efficient solid-phase protocol to

incorporate chemically diverse sidechains in a sequence-specific fashion. We have

investigated polypeptoids containing sidechains with a chiral center adjacent to the

mainchain nitrogen. Some of these sequences have stable secondary structure, despite

the achirality of the polymer backbone and its lack of hydrogen bond donors. In both

aqueous and organic solvents, peptoid oligomers as short as five residues give rise to

circular dichroism spectra that strongly resemble those of peptide o-helices. Differential

scanning calorimetry and circular dichroism measurements show that polypeptoid

secondary structure is highly stable and that unfolding is reversible and cooperative.

Thermodynamic parameters obtained for unfolding are similar to those obtained for the

o-helix to coil transitions of peptides. This new class of biomimetic polymers may

enable the design of self-assembling macromolecules with novel structures and functions.

º
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Introduction

Advances in bio-organic chemistry now offer accessibility to valuable new

materials which integrate the structural and functional characteristics of biopolymers with

the stability and diversity of synthetic polymers. Biopolymers are unique in that they are

composed of specific monomer sequences and are capable of self-assembly into stable

native structures, permitting a remarkable variety of functions. In contrast, most

synthetic polymers do not have a specific monomer sequence, but can be cheaply

produced from a wide array of monomers and linking chemistries to generate many

useful materials. It has been suggested that the sequence-specific polymerization of non

biological monomers could allow the creation of synthetic polymers with stable folded

structures (1, 2).

The design of novel polymers with sophisticated properties such as molecular

recognition, energy transduction, and catalysis will require the precise spatial positioning

of multiple chemical functionalities. The synthesis of such a polymer necessitates:

control of monomer sequence, control of polymer length, high coupling efficiencies, the

ability to incorporate a variety of sidechain types, and self-assembly into a unique

conformation. Additional desired characteristics include: relatively low cost, a flexible

polymer backbone allowing a variety of structural motifs, cooperative conformational

transitions allowing effective regulation and signaling, thermostability, structural stability

in both aqueous and organic solvents, and compatibility with biological systems. In this

paper we present a study of peptoids, a family of chemically diverse sequence-specific

heteropolymers that may ultimately satisfy these goals.

23
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Several methods have been developed for the synthesis of biomimetic oligomers

with unnatural backbones. Many of these are structural variants of polypeptides, such as

polycarbamates (3), peptide nucleic acids (4), and vinylogous polypeptides (5). Recent

efforts have yielded oligomers with defined folding propensities such as

oligoanthranilamides (6), vinylogous sulfonamidopeptides (7) and "aedemers" (8).

Helical secondary structures have been demonstrated in oligomers of 3-amino acids (9,

10). These systems have been limited to short-chain molecules lacking chemical

diversity. Typically, solution structures have been detected only in non-aqueous solvents

and are stabilized by hydrogen-bonding.

In contrast, polymer chemists have historically obtained helical homopolymers by

incorporation of bulky sidechains whose steric repulsion directs the conformation of the

backbone (11). The use of chiral monomers or initiators can afford helices with a

preferred screw sense. Examples of these asymmetric polymers include bulky

methacrylates, isocyanides, trichloroacetaldehydes, and isocyanates (11, and refs.

therein).

Peptoids are a family of oligomers that were developed for use in combinatorial

drug discovery programs (12, 13). These non-natural oligomers are based on a

polyglycine backbone, on which the sidechains are appended to the amide nitrogen,

rather than the O. carbon (Table 3.1). Since the sidechain moiety is introduced by the

reaction of primary amines, this method can yield an extremely diverse series of

functionalized oligomers from readily obtainable starting materials (14, 15). Furthermore,

coupling efficiencies of >98% now enable the automated synthesis of long-chain (>25

monomers) sequence-specific polymers in good yield.

23
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Many of the mechanisms that direct the self-assembly of biopolymer structures

are lacking in peptoids. Specifically, peptoids lack amide protons, and thus no hydrogen

bond network along the polymer backbone is possible. Likewise, since the mainchain

contains no chiral centers, peptoids have no intrinsic handedness. Previous studies of

short peptoid oligomers by modeling (12, 16) and by NMR (17) have demonstrated that

the tertiary amides in the peptoid backbone can result in the population of both cis and

trans amide bond conformers. These findings were also observed for collagen analogs

containing peptoid residues (18).

Our aim is to create biomimetic stereospecific polymers, combining strategies

previously applied in the biopolymer and asymmetric polymer fields. We have

investigated a family of sequence-specific peptoid polymers incorporating bulky chiral

sidechains. Recent modeling studies indicated that these peptoids could form a helical

secondary structure (19) (Fig. 2.6). We report here the synthesis and characterization of

this new class of peptoid polymers.

*
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Table 3.1. N-Substituted Glycine Sidechains.
H NH2

N N-substituted glycine oligomer,
| or polypeptoidO

R 11

= Sidechain.”R

H ACH3

H/9* / No
º NJ

O

sº
ºs-NH.

Designator

Nspe = (S)-N-(1-phenylethyl)glycine

Nrpe = enantiomer of structure shown,
(R)-N-(1-phenylethyl)glycine

Nsnp = (S)-N-(1-(p-nitrophenyl)ethyl)glycine

Nrnp = enantiomer of structure shown,
(R)-N-(1-(p-nitrophenyl)ethyl)glycine

Nsam = (S)-N-(2-amino-1-methylethyl)glycine

Nsce = (S)-N-(1-carboxyethyl)glycine

Nsch = (S)-N-(1-cyclohexylethyl)glycine

Nsmc = (S)-N-(1-((morpholino)carbonyl)-
ethyl)glycine

Nam = N-(2-acetamidoethyl)glycine

Nae = N-(2-aminoethyl)glycine

*These structures refer to the N-substituent of a glycine monomer.
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Materials and Methods

Peptoid Synthesis and Purification. Solvents and reagents were purchased from

commercial sources and used without further purification. Peptoid oligomers were

synthesized on 50 pumol of a Rink amide resin (NovaBiochem, San Diego, CA) at a

substitution level of 0.47 mmol/g. The peptoid oligomers were synthesized by an

improvement of previous methods (14, 15), which included reduced cycle times and

decreased amine concentrations. Briefly, after removal of the first Fmoc group the

following 90 min monomer addition cycle was performed by a robotic synthesizer and

repeated until the desired length was obtained. The amino-resin was bromoacetylated by

adding 830 pil of 1.2 M bromoacetic acid in DMF and 200 pil of N,N'-

diisopropylcarbodiimide (DIC). The mixture was agitated for 40 min at 35°C, drained

and washed with DMF (3 x 2 ml). Next, 0.85 ml of a 1 M solution of a primary amine in

DMSO was added to introduce the sidechain. The mixture was agitated for 40 min at

35°C, drained, and washed with DMF (4 x 2 ml). After the last coupling the peptoid

resin was cleaved and lyophilized as previously described (15).

Individual peptoid oligomers were analyzed by reversed-phase HPLC on C4

columns (Vydac, 5pm, 300 A, 1 x 150 mm) on a Magic 2002 system (Michrom

Bioresources, Auburn, CA). A linear gradient of 5-95% B in A over 40 min was used at

a flow rate of 100 pul/min [solvent A= 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) in water, solvent B

= 0.1% TFA in acetonitrile] at a column temperature of 60°C. Preparative HPLC was

performed on a Delta-PakTM C4 (15 pm, 300A) on a Waters Prep LC3000 system

(Millipore, Milford, MA) using the same solvent system. Peaks were eluted with a linear

gradient of 20%–70% B in A over 40 min at a flow rate of 50 ml/min. Electrospray mass

spectrometry was performed on a Platform II (Micromass, Beverly, MA).

:* -º
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Amine Submonomers Used in Peptoid Synthesis. N-(2-acetamidoethyl)glycine (Nam),

(S)-N-(1-cyclohexylethyl)glycine (Nsch), and (R or S)-N-(1-phenylethyl)glycine (Nrpe or

Nspe) were made from the amines aminoethylacetamide, (S)-1-cyclohexylethylamine and

(R or S)-1-phenylethylamine (>99% e.e.), respectively, which were obtained from Fluka

(Ronkonkoma, NY). (R or S)-N-(1-(p-nitrophenyl)ethyl)glycine (Nrnp, Nsnp) were

made from (R or S)-1-(p-nitrophenyl)ethylamine (>99% e.e.) which was obtained from

Celgene (Warren, NJ). (S)-N-(1-carboxyethyl)glycine (Nsce) was made from (L)-O-t-

butyl-alanine (Bachem, Philadelphia, PA). N-(2-aminoethyl)glycine (Nae) was made

from mono-Boc-ethylenediamine which was made by the method of Krapcho and Kuell

(20). (S)-N-(2-amino-1-methylethyl)glycine (Nsam) was made from (S)-1-(Boc-amino)-

2-aminopropane which was made via three steps from (S)-Z-alaninamide [briefly, the

amide of (S)-Z-alaninamide was reduced to the amine with BH3, followed by protection

of this amino group with di-t-butyldicarbonate and removal of the Z group by catalytic

hydrogenation]. (S)-N-(1-((morpholino)carbonyl)ethylglycine (Nsmc) was made from

(S)-alanylmorpholide which was made from (L)-Z-alanine and morpholine.

Circular Dichroism. CD measurements were performed with a JASCO 720

spectropolarimeter equipped with a Peltier temperature control unit. Spectra were

obtained in fused quartz cells from 0.1 to 10 mm path length. Data are expressed in

terms of mean residue ellipticity, [0] (deg.cm2/dmol), calculated per mole of amide

groups present.

Differential Scanning Calorimetry. An MC-2 differential scanning microcalorimeter

(MicroCal, Northampton, MA) was used at a scanning rate of 1°C/min under 20 psi N2.

DSC was conducted in degassed 5 mM sodium citrate, 5 mM Na2HPO4, 0.1 M NaCl, pH

4.1 at a peptoid concentration of 2.0 or 0.5 mg/ml. A minimum of six scans were

zº sº
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conducted to ensure reproducibility. A thermal scan of buffer vs. buffer was subtracted

from a scan of sample vs. buffer. Data analysis was conducted using the Origins

software supplied by MicroCal.

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy. Samples for NMR experiments were

prepared as approximately 5 mM solutions in CD3OD. Spectra were acquired at 10°C on

a Varian Unity 300 instrument (Palo Alto, CA). Standard 1D proton spectra were

collected as 8K data points and zero-filled to 16K).
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Results

Synthesis of Sequence-Specific Peptoid Oligomers. N-substituted glycine oligomers of

3 to 36 residues were synthesized in good yield and high purity using bromoacetic acid

and a variety of primary amines as submonomers (14, 15). We created a broad family of

oligomeric peptoid products containing a specific sequence of diverse sidechain moieties.

These included aliphatic, aromatic, heterocyclic, cationic, and anionic groups (Table 3.1).

Reactive sidechain functionalities were protected by TFA-labile groups (Boc for amines

and t-butyl esters for carboxylic acids) and removed during cleavage of the peptoid from

the resin. Crude oligomer purities ranging from 50-90% were determined by HPLC and

largely depended on the oligomer length (Fig. 3.1, Table 3.2). Compounds were purified

to ~95% homogeneity by preparative reversed-phase HPLC prior to characterization.

Molecular weights were confirmed by electrospray mass spectrometry and were

uniformly in agreement with expected values (Table 3.2).

:*º
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Table 3.2: Peptoid oligomer structures

Peptoid |Monomer Sequence Length MW MW |Purity1 (%)
calc obs

1 (Nspe); 5 || 822.6 |822.5 95

2 (NaeNspeNspe), 18 || 2550.8 || 2550.6 80

3 (NaeNspeNspe)2 36 || 5084.6 || 5084.2 50

4 (NspeNspeNsce), 9 1370.8 || 1370.4 60

5 (NrpeNrpeNam), 12 | 1874.3 | 1873.9 70

6 (NsceMsceNspe) o 30 || 4209.4 || 4209.9 50

7 |Ac-Nsmp 1 || 265.2 264.9 ND

8 (NSnp), 3 || 635.4 || 635.1 ND

9 (NSnp); 5 1047.6 || 1047.1 99

10 |(Nrnp)s 8 1666.0 | 1665.8 80

11 |(NspeNsce),Nspe 9 1338.8 || 1338.4 90

12 |(NsamWspeNspe), 18 || 2634.9 || 2634.2 60

13 (NSme)12 12 2394.4 || 2394.5 95

14 |(Nsch); 5 |852.6 |852.4 95

|As determined by analytical HPLC of crude product. All compounds were purified to
>95% homogeneity. ND, not determined
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Figure 3.1. Analytical HPLC traces of crude peptoid synthesis products
(a), pentamer 1(Nspe)s; (b), 18mer 2 (NaeNspeNspe); (c), 36mer 3 (NaeNspeNspe),2.

Traces (a) and (b) are vertically offset for clarity. All products were purified by
preparative HPLC prior to further study.
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Characterization of Peptoid Oligomers by CD. The CD spectra of peptoid oligomers

of varying length, monomer composition and sequence were obtained in aqueous solution

over the 250-180 nm region (Fig. 3.2). The spectra for polypeptoids 4, 6 which include

(S)-N-(1-phenylethyl)glycine monomers show two minima of negative ellipticity ca. 218

and 202 nm, and a band of positive ellipticity ca. 190 nm. The band at 218 nm

corresponds to the nt” transition of the amide chromophore (observed between 230 to

210 nm in peptides), while the remaining bands correspond to the high and low

wavelength components of the exciton split tit” transition (observed around 200 nm in

tertiary amides) (21). Additional contributions may derive from coupled interactions

between the peptide bands and the La transition of the aromatic sidechains (ca. 210 mm

for phenylalanine) (21). However, variation of aromatic content from 33% to 66% of the

sidechains does not substantially alter the magnitude of the ellipticity in this region (Fig.

3.2). Compound 5, which contains sidechains of opposite chirality to 4 and 6, shows a

mirror-image o-helix type CD spectrum. Peptoid homopolymers 13, 14 comprised of

chiral sidechains containing cyclohexyl and morpholidyl groups yielded CD spectra

lacking the double minimum profile.
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Figure 3.2. CD spectra of polypeptoids with varying monomer composition and
length: -, compound 4 (NspeNspeNsce)3; D, 5 (NrpeNrpeNam)4; O, 6
(NsceMsceNspe)10; ©, 13 (NSmc)12. Peptoid concentration was 0.2 mg/ml (ca. 1 mM
residue molarity for all species) in 10 mM sodium phosphate (pH 7.0), 25 °C.
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To determine the minimum chain length required to establish the characteristic

helix-like CD signal, the CD spectra of compounds 7-10, corresponding to (NSmp)n (n=1,

3, 5) and (Nrnp)s oligopeptoids, were obtained in acetonitrile in the region 250 to 185 nm.

(Fig. 3.3). Compounds 7-10 all have a CD band at 204 to 210 nm. The pentamer and

octamer display an additional band at around 195 nm, giving rise to a helix-like CD

signal. Similar spectra were obtained for these compounds in methanol (22). The spectra

of (Nrnp)s (10), comprised of sidechains of the opposite chirality, is the mirror image of

the ellipticity of (NSnp); (9), consistent with the data presented in Fig. 3.2. Comparison

of spectra for 9 and 10 shows that the intensity of the signal on a per-residue basis does

not increase for oligomers longer than five residues. These helix-like spectra are similar

to those of peptoids 4-6 in aqueous solution, with a blue shift of the CD bands.

The CD spectra of 9 were independent of concentration in the range 50 puM to 1

mM in acetonitrile, indicating the absence of intermolecular association. Consistent with

this finding, the lh 1D NMR spectra of this pentamer reveal sharp line widths (Fig. 3.4).
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Figure 3.3. Circular dichroism spectra in acetonitrile
Ellipticities for the N-(p-nitrophenylethyl)glycine trimer 8 (NSnp), (A), pentamer 9
(NSnp); (O), octamer 10 (Nrnp), (e), and the acetylated monomer 7 Ac-Nrnp(D) were
calculated per mole of amide groups present. Helix-like CD signals are evident for the
pentamer and octamer. The octamer was prepared from monomers of the opposite
chirality (R vs. S). Peptoid concentration was 2 mg/ml, 25°C.
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Figure 3.4. 'H-NMR spectrum for a 5 mM solution of pentamer 9 in CD3OD.
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Melting Studies and Determination of Thermodynamic Parameters. We used CD to

determine whether the helical structure can be deformed as a function of pH and

temperature. Some polypeptoids undergo a sharp structural transition as a function of

pH. Decreasing the pH from 7 to 3 leads to only small changes in the CD spectra of the

30mer 6 (Fig. 3.5). Upon further titration to pH 2, the signal around 200 nm is almost

entirely abolished, and the long wavelength band is red-shifted and diminished. The

spectrum at pH 2 resembles that of the Nspe monomer, indicating the absence of

repeating secondary structure.

CD spectra were obtained as a function of temperature for peptoid oligomers in

varying solution conditions. The 9mer 11 and 30mer 6 show little change in ellipticity as

temperature was increased from 5 to 65 °C at pH 7 (Fig. 3.6). We utilized the pH

dependent conformational transitions described above to de-stabilize the secondary

structure sufficiently to detect melting in an experimentally accessible regime. At pH

4.1, 6 undergoes a sigmoidal thermal transition, which is largely complete within a 40°

temperature range. The original CD spectrum is regained upon return to 5°C conditions

(data not shown).
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Figure 3.5. The pH dependent conformational transition of 30mer 6 as
demonstrated by CD
Data were obtained at a concentration of 23 puM in 5 mM sodium citrate, 5 mM sodium
phosphate buffer containing 0.1 M NaCl, 25°C. The pH value is shown near each
spectrum.
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Figure 3.6. Temperature dependence of [0]218 between 5 and 65°C
Data were obtained at a concentration of 0.2 mg/ml. Peptoid 9mer (NspeNsce),Nspe 11
(e) at pH 7; 30mer (NsceMsceNspe),06 at pH 7.0 (D), 6 at pH 4.1 (O).
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To more fully investigate the nature of the melting, complete CD spectra were

obtained of 6 at pH 4.1 at temperatures from 5 to 65°C (Fig. 3.7). The loss of signal

intensity at 220 nm, and the disappearance of the 203 nm minimum over a narrow

temperature range indicate the loss of secondary structure content in a cooperative

fashion. The spectra show isodichroic points at 230 and 200 nm, suggesting a two-state

transition. We calculated the van't Hoff enthalpy for the structural transition by a method

similar to that described for study of a 50 residue o-helical peptide (23). The analysis

assumes the peptoid is fully helical at 5°C and fully coiled at 75°C, and that ellipticity is

a linear function of the amount of helical structure present. The ellipticity values at 203

and 220 nm were separately used to evaluate the fractional helical content at each

temperature and the van't Hoff enthalpy of the transition, AHVH. The enthalpies

determined by fitting to the van't Hoff equation at each wavelength were in excellent

agreement, and both equaled 0.22 kcal/mol-residue.

The thermal transition of 6 is sharp, according to DSC conducted at 460 puM and

pH 4.1 (Fig. 3.8). The excess heat capacity has a peak that is complete within a 40°C

range. The peptoid transition is fully reversible and reproducible over several scans

between 15 and 90°C. After subtraction of the buffer reference trace, the data were fit to

a theoretical curve and the area integrated to obtain AHcal, 1.1 kcal/mol-residue. CD and

DSC studies of 6 were both repeated at 120 puM with no variation of molar signal

intensity (data not shown). Cooperative thermal unfolding is also observed in the

polycationic 18mer 12 with limited possibility of forming intramolecular hydrogen bonds

through its sidechains. At a concentration of 36 HM in 10 mM sodium phosphate, 10

mM sodium borate buffer, pH 8.3, this molecule undergoes complete unfolding between

25 and 65°C as monitored by CD (data not shown).
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Figure 3.7. Thermal unfolding of pH-destabilized 30mer 6 in 5m.M. sodium citrate, 5
mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 4.1 containing 0.1M NaCl. CD spectra were taken at
a concentration of 23 puM. Temperature from bottom to top at 203 nm: 5, 15, 25, 35, 55,
and 75°C.
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Figure 3.8. DSC scan at a peptoid concentration of 460 puM
Cp in kcal/mol.*K, scan rate was 1°C/min. AHCal = 1.1 kcal/mol per residue.
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Discussion

Although 25mers have been previously synthesized in good yields in our

laboratory (14), the study of longer structured molecules presented some synthetic

challenges. Since we aimed to induce structure by the incorporation of hindered residues,

it was necessary to strike a balance between high coupling efficiencies and strong steric

influence of the sidechain over the mainchain. Initial efforts revealed that yields were

compromised when O-branched primary alkylamines having two o substituents larger

than methyl groups were incorporated into 25mers (data not shown). However, O-methyl

primary amines were efficiently incorporated (Tables 3.1, 3.2). Importantly, this family

of amines are chiral and many can be obtained in high enantiopurity from commercial

SOUlrCCS.

The presence of these o-chiral sidechains is predicted to dramatically reduce the

conformational space energetically accessible to the polymer backbone. Calculations of

o-chiral peptoid helices indicate the preference for a right-handed helix pitch with

repeating cis-amide bonds and a limited range of Ö, Ü, dihedral angles (19) (Fig. 2.6).

Green et al. (24) have investigated the effects of chiral N-pendant groups on random

isocyanate polymers, which likewise have an achiral backbone. These studies

demonstrated induction of helical secondary structure of specific handedness, as

evidenced by characteristic circular dichroism spectra.

The present study demonstrates that peptoid oligomers containing ot-chiral

sidechains "fold" to form stable secondary structure. The intensity of the CD signals in

the UV spectral regions dominated by amide chromophore transitions (230 to 185 nm)

strongly suggests a well-defined repeating mainchain secondary structure (Fig. 3.2). The

peptoid CD spectra markedly resemble those of right-handed peptide o-helices, which

display a positive band around 192 nm and two minima of ellipticity around 222 and 208

nm (21). The measured ellipticity of the nt” band of these peptoids is comparable to
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those of fully helical model peptides (peptoid [0]21s = -2.5 to -3.5 x 10'. vs. peptide

[6]222 = -2.8 to -3.5 x 10' degemºdmo) (23, 25 and refs. therein). This strongly

suggests that these peptoids exhibit helical secondary structure. Theoretical calculations

indicate that helical secondary structures can display two minima between 230 and 200

nm due to exciton splitting of the tit” amide transition (26). It should be noted that ot

helix-like "Class C" CD spectra have also been associated with certain fl-turn peptide

structures (27). However, the magnitude of 3-turn CD signals are typically of low

intensity compared to the signals observed for peptide o-helices and in the present study.

The absence of a dependence of the CD signal on peptoid concentration and the

sharp line-widths observed in the 1D 'H NMR spectra (Fig. 3.4) indicate that the

structure is monomeric and is not stabilized by inter-molecular associations. Preliminary

analysis of 2D NMR spectra of o-chiral peptoid pentamers is consistent with the CD data

and modeling studies (19). Based upon the pattern of both intra- and inter-residue ROE

cross peaks, we identified a major conformer with a helical structure and repeating cis

amide bonds (22).

We observe helix-like CD signals in a variety of peptoid sequences varying in

length and in the content of charged, aromatic and chiral residues. Helix-like CD signals

were preserved in sequences comprised of 33% to 100% aromatic residues and 0 to 66%

charged residues without substantial change of signal intensity. However, when the

aromatic groups were removed completely, as in the homo-oligomers containing

morpholido 13 and cyclohexyl 14 sidechains, CD signals were observed which lacked the

characteristic double minimum. Chiral secondary structure can be propagated in the

presence of achiral residues; dodecamer 5, which contains 33% achiral Nam residues,

retains the helix-like profile. This should permit the synthesis of peptoid helices

incorporating diverse sidechains from the wide family of achiral primary amines.

Peptoids composed of sidechains with inverted chirality show a mirror image relationship

between their CD spectra (Fig. 3.2). As found for random isocyanate polymers (24), this

---

sº
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suggests that enantiomeric sidechains can induce the formation of helices with an

inverted screw sense.

Peptoid secondary structure is detected even in short oligomers. A study of a

series of peptoid homo-oligomers of one to eight residues demonstrates a helix-like CD

signal in (p-nitrophenylethyl)glycine pentamers and octamers. A maximal signal is found

at the pentamer length (Fig. 3.3). Although peptide o-helices are seldom detected for

molecules Smaller than 15 residues, the finding of stable helices in short polyimides is not

unprecedented. Helices have been observed in polyproline molecules as small as three to

five residues on the basis of vibrational and ultraviolet CD measurements (28). A strong

single minimum CD signal observed for the peptoid trimer may indicate substantial

helical proclivity for these chiral monomers in the absence of the inter-residue coupling

attained by a full turn of the helical structure.

CD spectra were obtained in a variety of solvents, including acetonitrile,

methanol, and aqueous solution. The intense characteristic helix-like spectra were

retained, with some solvent-dependent variation of the positions of the double minima,

indicating the resilience of the secondary structure to environmental changes. Previous

studies of synthetic "folded" polymers generally have been limited to solution studies in

organic solvents (6, 9, 10). A critical difference between these "foldamers" and that of

peptoids is the absence of hydrogen-bond formation as a driving force for peptoid

secondary structure. Steric influence of the bulky chiral sidechains is likely to provide a

constraint that defines the conformations accessible to the peptoid backbone (19).

Interactions between sidechain aromatic groups, and dipole-dipole repulsion between

sidechains and the carbonyl of the mainchain amides may also provide for specific

Secondary structure. These forces may allow peptoids to retain their structure in an

aqueous environment, in which intra-molecular hydrogen-bond networks can be

disrupted.
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Peptoid secondary structure is extraordinarily resistant to thermal unfolding. The

9mer 11 and 30mer 6 show only a slight variation in CD signal intensity over the

temperature range from 5 to 65 °C in neutral aqueous solution (Fig. 3.6). The resistance

of peptoids to proteolysis has previously been noted (29). The stability of peptoids is an

obvious benefit in considering their potential applications as nano-structured materials in

biological systems.

Peptoids with ionizable sidechains can be de-stabilized in response to changes in

pH conditions. Peptoid 6 shows little variation in CD signal intensity over the pH range

7 to 3 (Fig. 3.5). However, further titration to pH 2 results in a greatly diminished CD

signal indicating complete unfolding. This pH dependent conformational behavior was

exploited to observe melting in an experimentally accessible regime. Specifically, at pH

4.1 compound 6 demonstrates a complete, reversible loss of helix-like CD signal over a

narrow temperature range (Fig. 3.7). The presence of an isodichroic point near 200 nm is

characteristic of a two-state helix/coil transition, as has been described by Holtzer and

Holtzer for polypeptides (30). These authors also point out that it is highly unlikely that a

precise isodichroic point will be observed if sidechain CD bands are making a significant

contribution.

DSC demonstrates that thermal unfolding is accompanied by absorption of heat as

secondary structure is melted (Fig. 3.8). The narrow peak in excess heat capacity is

further evidence of the highly cooperative nature of peptoid unfolding. In fact, both CD

and DSC studies demonstrate that 6 unfolds over a 40 °C temperature range, as compared

with a greater than 100 °C temperature range for a 50 residue designed o-helical peptide

(23).

Thermodynamic parameters obtained for the acid-destabilized melting of 30mer 6

are similar to those determined for helix/coil transitions in peptides. DSC shows that the

calorimetric enthalpy of structure deformation in peptoid helices (AHcal = 1.1 kcal/mol

per residue) is comparable to that of O-helical peptides (AHCal = 1.1 to 1.3 kcal/mol per
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residue) (23), as is the van't Hoff enthalpy derived from CD data (peptoid AHVH= 0.22

kcal/mol residue, vs. peptide AHVH=0.22 to 0.23 kcal/mol residue) (23). Notably, the

enthalpy of peptide unfolding has been ascribed to the breaking of mainchain hydrogen

bonds (23), which cannot be formed in peptoids. The ratio of AHVH/AHcal of less than

one indicates that the peptoid structural transition is not globally two-state. Thus, as

found for o-helical peptides, we conclude unfolding is a locally two-state process in

which partially unfolded species contain individual residues in either a helical or a coiled

conformation (23, 30).

The work presented here demonstrates progress towards the creation of

biomimetic polymers in which a specific sequence of chemically diverse monomers are

incorporated into a stable folded structure. It is notable that polypeptoids display many

of the characteristics of peptide behavior such as cooperative pH- and temperature

induced unfolding in aqueous solution, despite the absence of mainchain hydrogen bonds.

More detailed studies of peptoid structure and dynamics are currently underway. We

believe polypeptoids will be useful for investigating principles of self-assembly in

macromolecules, and for creating novel functional polymeric materials. We are currently

evaluating the use of these materials as reagents for DNA and drug delivery. Peptoid

nano-structures may prove to be of wide utility in the design and control of molecular

architectures in biotic and abiotic systems.
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CHAPTER 4

THE HIGH RESOLUTION SOLUTIONSTRUCTURE

OF A PEPTOID OLIGOMER

This chapter was published as:

Philippe Armand, Kent Kirshenbaum, Richard A. Goldsmith, Shauna

Farr-Jones, Annelise E. Barron, Kiet T. V. Truong, Ken A. Dill, Dale F.

Mierke, Fred E. Cohen, Ronald N. Zuckermann, Erin K. Bradley (1998)

“NMR Determination of the major solution conformation of a peptoid

pentamer with chiral side chains” Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 95:4309-4314.
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Abstract

Polymers of N-substituted glycines (“peptoids”) containing chiral centers at the ol

position of their side chains can form stable structures in solution. We studied a

prototypical peptoid, consisting of five para-substituted (S)-N-(1-phenylethyl)glycine

residues, by NMR spectroscopy. Multiple configurational isomers were observed, but,

because of extensive signal overlap, only the major isomer containing all cis amide bonds

was examined in detail. The NMR data for this molecule, in conjunction with previous

CD spectroscopic results, indicate that the major species in methanol is a right-handed

helix with cis amide bonds. The periodicity of the helix is three residues per turn, with a

pitch of ~6A. This conformation is similar to that anticipated by computational studies of

a chiral peptoid octamer. The helical repeat orients the amide bond chromophores in a

manner consistent with the intensity of the CD signal exhibited by this molecule. Many

other chiral polypeptoids have similar CD spectra, suggesting that a whole family of

peptoids containing chiral side chains is capable of adopting this secondary structure

motif. Taken together, our experimental and theoretical studies of the structural

properties of chiral peptoids lay the groundwork for the rational design of more complex

polypeptoid molecules, with a variety of applications, ranging from nanostructures to

non-viral gene delivery systems.

****
º

* º
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Introduction

Polymers of N-substituted glycines, termed peptoids, form a new class of

biocompatible, synthetically accessible heteropolymers. Their sequence-specific,

automated, and highly efficient synthesis has allowed the creation of combinatorial

libraries of peptoid oligomers for drug-discovery (1,2,3). By using recent improvements

in the efficiency of the coupling chemistry, peptoids up to 50 residues in length have been

synthesized. Among those, cationic peptoid 36-mers have been identified which bind

DNA, protect the DNA from nuclease digestion, and facilitate gene transfection (4).

We recently showed that many peptoids with chiral centers at the side chain o.

position have strong circular dichroic (CD) signals, indicating the presence of a regularly

repeating conformation, in both aqueous and organic solvents (5). This structure is

remarkably stable, as demonstrated by both CD and differential scanning calorimetry

(DSC) measurements (5). A model of this conformation was recently proposed, based on

the results of molecular mechanics and semi-empirical quantum mechanical calculations

(6). Modeling predicted that peptoids containing (S)-N-(1-phenylethyl)glycine residues

would form right-handed helices with a periodicity of approximately three residues per

turn and cis amide bonds, similar to the polyproline type I conformation. In this

conformation, the backbone carbonyls are aligned along the long helical axis, providing

an explanation for the intensity of the helical CD signal.

Presented here is the structure determination by nuclear magnetic resonance

(NMR) spectroscopy of the major solution isomer of compound 1, a pentapeptoid

containing five chiral side chains (Fig. 4.1A). This peptoid displays the characteristic

helix-like double minimum CD signal described by Kirshenbaum et al (5). The distance

restraints obtained by NMR on 1 are best satisfied by a helical conformation which
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agrees with our previously published prediction (6). Identification of this structural motif

and its CD signal should allow more directed studies of peptoid structural properties, and

guide the design of more complex folded polypeptoid molecules for use in a variety of

biological, chemical, and material science settings.
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Figure 4.1:
A. Compound 1 (NSmp'-Nsmp’-Nsnpº-Nscp"-Nsfpº). NSnp = (S)-N-(1-(p-
nitrophenylethyl)glycine, NSmp = (S)-N-(1-(p-methoxyphenylethyl)glycine, Nscp=(S)-
N-(1-(p-chlorophenylethyl)glycine, Nsfp = (S)-N-(1-(p-fluoro-phenylethyl)glycine. The
amide bonds are drawn in their cis configurations.
B. Atom and dihedral nomenclature. These are shown for NSmp. The nomenclatures for
the other residues are identical except for the absence of NSmp-Cº. and NSmp-Hº atoms.
Atom names follow (15); however, the side chain name subscript has been dropped when
not referring to a particular residue (e.g., N-Co. instead of Nxxx-Co.). Dihedral angles are
named by analogy to those of peptides.
C. Simplified schematic representation of the assignment process for part of 1. Arrows
indicate the connections that were used and the spectrum types with which they were
established.

D. Pentamer of (S)-N-(1-(p-nitrophenylethyl)glycine ((Nsnp)s).
E. CD spectrum of 1 in 100% methanol. The data were collected at 10°C and at a
concentration of 0.1mM.

(figure on following page)
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Materials and Methods

Synthesis, Purification, Circular Dichroism. The peptoid oligomers were synthesized

and purified as described previously (5). The chiral amines used for the oligomer

synthesis were obtained as follows: (S)-1-(p-nitrophenyl)ethylamine, (S)-1-(p-

chlorophenyl)-ethylamine and (S)-1-(p-methoxyphenyl)ethylamine were obtained in

>99% ee from Celgene (Warren, NJ); (S)-1-(p-fluorophenyl)ethylamine was obtained by

successive recrystallizations of the tartrate salt of the racemic amine. Briefly, the L

tartrate salt of racemic 1-(p-fluorophenyl)ethylamine (Aldrich, Milwaukee, WI) was

recrystallized three times from 9:1 MeOH:H,O to obtain the desired S isomer in >99% ee

as determined by GC of the Mosher amide (7). The "C-containing peptoids were

synthesized by substituting bromoacetic-1 2-"c, acid (Cambridge Isotope Labs,

Andover, MA) for bromoacetic acid at the desired position of the growing oligomer. CD

studies were performed as described in (5).

NMR Data Acquisition. All molecules were lyophilized from HPLC buffer and then re

lyophilized from deuterated acetonitrile-d; and then from deuterated methanol-d; before

being dissolved in NMR solvents. NMR was performed at a peptoid concentration of

~5 mM in methanol-d; at 10°C. Spectra were acquired on a Varian Unity 300. Standard

1D proton spectra were collected as 8K data points and zero-filled to 16K. The 1D

spectra were also taken at 100 puM, 1 mM and 10 mM, to verify that spectra (chemical

shift and populations) were concentration independent (data not shown). 2D

homonuclear (DQCosy (8,9), TROESY (10)) and heteronuclear (HMOC (11), HMBC

(12)) spectra were collected with the following parameters. The HMQC experiments

were performed with J = 140 Hz, and the HMBC experiments with J = 6, 9, and 12 Hz.

The heteronuclear experiments were collected with spectral widths of 4000 Hz in the 'H
dimension, and 16000 Hz and 18000 Hz in the ''C dimension for the HMQC and the
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HMBC, respectively. The ROE data were collected using the TROESY pulse sequence

of Hwang and Shaka (10) with a 250 and 300 ms mixing time. The spinlock pulse was

180°(x) 180°(-x), with a field strength of 8000 Hz. The numbers of ti increments,

transients, and t2 complex data points, were respectively, 512, 256 and 2048 for the

TROESY and natural abundance HMBC spectra, 256, 16 and 2048 for the HMQC

spectra of the labelled compounds, and 512, 64 and 2048 for the HMBC spectra of those

labelled compounds. Spectral widths of 4000 Hz were used in both dimensions for the

TROESY and DQCosy experiments. Data processing was carried out with the NMR

Pack software (13). Heteronuclear spectra were zero-filled to give a final real data matrix

of 1024 points in Go2 ('H) and 2048 points in ol (°C). The HMQC was processed as

phase sensitive in both dimensions, and the HMBC was processed as phase sensitive in

02 and absolute value in Col. Visualization of spectral data and resonance assignments

were carried out with the NMR Pack (13) and SPARKY 3 (14) software.

Resonance Assignments. A modification of the strategy published by Bradley (15, 16)

was employed for assigning "C and 'H resonances. Each peptoid residue has two spin
systems, the side chain branching from the main chain nitrogen, “Nxxx”, and the main

chain glycine unit, “ac” (Fig. 4.1B). While it is theoretically possible to assign these spin

systems from natural abundance spectra, the dispersion of the "Cand 'H chemical shifts
of the main chain “ac” subunits was too small to permit this. Therefore, 5 derivatives of

compound 1, each containing a pair of "C-labels (Co. and CO) in a single “ac" subunit,
were used to obtain those assignments.

The “ac" spin systems for each residue were assigned first, using the "C-HMQC
spectra of the 5 individual molecules, each one labeled with "Cat a different ac-Co.
position. The main chain subunits were then connected to the side chains with the "C-

HMBC spectra of the same individually labeled molecules. The connections used for the
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assignment procedure are shown schematically in Fig. 4.1C, and the heteronuclear

spectra used to assign the main chain and side chain O. protons of residue 1 are shown in

Fig. 4.2. In the HMQC of the "C-labeled compounds, the cross peaks involving the

labeled ac-Co. positions are much more intense than the peaks for carbons at natural

abundance. Thus even with the significant chemical shift degeneracy seen for the main

chain carbons and protons, the assignments can be made unambiguously. The same is

true for the side chain Ho, which is the only proton connected through 3 bonds to the "C-
labeled ac-Co. (Fig. 4.1C).

Although the experiments with the label at the Co. position clearly established the

sequential assignments, the main chain connections were further validated by the

observation of cross peaks in the HMBC spectra for the 3-bond connection between the

"C carbonyl carbons and the following Nxxx-Ho across each amide bond (Fig. 4.1C).

The side chains themselves were assigned with a combination of DQCosy and natural

abundance HMBC spectra.
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Figure 4.2. Detail of the heteronuclear spectra used to assign the resonances of the
main chain and side chain o protons of residue 1
The spectra were collected on a molecule containing "C labels at the ac'-Co. and ac'-CO
positions.
A. HMBC spectrum showing the ac'-Co-Nsnp'-Ho cross peak for the major isomer.
B. HMQC spectrum showing the ac-Co-ac-Ha cross peaks for the major isomer.
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Refinement. All unambiguously assigned ROE cross peaks involving the major isomer

were used to establish inter-proton distance bounds. Distance bounds were obtained by

assuming an r" dependence of the cross peak intensities, calibrated on a set of intra
residue side chain cross peaks (Ho-H■ and Hy–Hö), and adjusted for the use of

pseudoatoms (17). This yielded a set of 15 distance restraints (Table 4.1), of which 7

were inter-residue. Refinement was attempted with this set of data without success; most

of the structures generated with this restraint set had short inter-proton distances, which

conflicted with the absence of the corresponding cross peaks in the TROESY spectra. In

order to generate structures which better reflected the experimental data, a set of 51

“absent distance restraints”, or ADRs, was added, in a manner similar to that described in

(18); each ADR involved proton pairs which showed no cross peak in the TROESY

spectra. Only pairs for which both protons appeared in other ROE cross peaks were

included. This ensured that the absence of an ROE reflected a large inter proton distance,

and not other factors such as exchange or relaxation processes. The ADRs were entered

by setting the lower distance bounds at 3.0A. These two sets of restraints were combined

and used in metric matrix distance geometry calculations, following the random

metrization algorithm of Havel (19). 1800 conformations that satisfied all distance

bounds were generated. Each of these conformations was then subjected to constrained

minimization, performed with the Discover(R) program using the CFF91 forcefield

(Biosym/MSI, San Diego) without cross terms or charges, gradually scaling up the non

bond terms. All conformations which violated the ADRs or which violated the ROE

restraints by more than 0.5A were then excluded. Structures were visualized using the

Insight® II 95.0 molecular modeling system (Biosym/MSI, San Diego). Ensemble

calculations were run as described in (20).

→
- -º-

-->
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Table 4.1: List of distance restraints used in structure refinement.

Residue 1 Atom 1 Residue 2 Atom 2 Upper Bound (Å)
INTRA-RESIDUE

acº HO. NSmpº Ho: 4.25

acº HO. NSmpº HB 3.90

acº Ho: NSmpº Hy 4.05

ac’ HO. Nsnp’ HB 3.50

ac’ HO. Nsnp’ Hy 4.05

acº Ho: Nsfp” HO. 4.05

ac’ Ho: Nsfp” HB 3.90

ac’ HO. Nsfp” Hy 3.90

SHORT-RANGE (i to i+1)

NSmp” Hy ac’ HO. 3.40

NSmp” Hö ac’ HO. 5.50

NSmp” HB Nsnp’ Hö 6.50

MEDIUM-RANGE (i to i+2, ito i+3)

NSmp” Hº Nsfp” HB 3.90

NSmpº Hö Nsfp” HB 4.25

Nsnp' Hö Nsnp’ HB 5.25

Nsnp' Hy Nsnp” HB 8.00
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Results

Selection of the Molecule. Compound 1 (Fig. 4.1A) was chosen because it shows the

helix-like double minimum signal in its CD spectrum, and because its 1D proton NMR

spectrum in methanol made it a promising candidate for structure determination.

Methanol was used as the solvent because 1 is not soluble in water at the high

concentrations required for NMR studies. The atom and dihedral angle nomenclature

used in this report is given in Fig. 4.1.B. Fig. 4.1E shows the CD spectrum of 1 in

methanol.

Data Collection and Resonance Assignments. Both homonuclear and heteronuclear

spectra of 1 in methanol-d, were collected, and used to assign the 'H and "C chemical
shifts of the major solution isomer. The presence of additional minor peaks for each

proton was noted in all spectra (HMQC, HMBC, DQCosy, TROESY). This finding

points to the existence of multiple species, most likely configurational isomers with

different amide bond geometries. There appear to be two such minor isomers that are

appreciably populated. Based on the normalized integration in a 1D spectrum of the peak

assigned to the major isomer's NSnp’-Hyatom, it is estimated that this major isomer
represents betweeen 50% and 60% of the molecules in solution.

The presence of those minor isomers posed the problem of unambiguously

assigning all the peaks belonging to the major species. Both proton 1D peak intensities,

which reflect relative populations, and TROESY intensities for the fixed distance intra

side chain cross peaks (Ho-H■ , Ho-HY, and Hº-Hy) were used to confirm that the peaks

belonged to the major isomer (Table 4.2). Attempts to identify solvent and temperature

conditions that would eliminate the minor isomers were unsuccessful. Attempts were

also made to assign the minor isomers with the use of exchange cross peaks from
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Table 4.2: Chemical shift assignments for the major isomer of 1.
Upper bounds are given after correcting for the use of pseudoatoms.
Note that peak overlap prevented us from assigning any cross peak involving the
sidechain protons of residue 4.

Residue Atom Shift (ppm) Residue Atom Shift (ppm)

SIDE CHAIN MAIN CHAIN

Nsnp' HO. 4.37 ac' HO 3.52 /3.59

Nsnp' HB2 1.47 ac' Co. 40.9

Nsnp' Hy 7.51 ac' CO 160.8

Nsmp” Hö 8.04 ac2 HO 3.58

Nsmp” HO. 5.57 ac” Co. 39.3

Nsmp” HB2 .13 ac” CO 165.0

Nsmp” Hy 6.91 acº HO, 3.68

Nsmp” Hö 6.51 acº Co. 40.5

Nsmp” H■ 3.31 acº CO 163.8

Nsnpº HO. 5.56 ac" HO, 3.69

Nsnpº HB2 1.08 act CO. 39.1

Nsnpº Hy 7.22 act CO 164.3

Nsnp” Hö 7.87 acº HO, 3.38

Nscp" Ho: 5.37 acº Co. 38.5

Nscp." HB2 1.00 acº CO ND

Nscp." Hy 6.78

Nscp" Hö 6.92 / 7.00

Nsfpº HO. 5.29

Nsfpº HB2 0.95

Nsfpº Hy 6.90
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TROESY spectra acquired at higher temperatures, but the data were insufficient for a full

assignment of the minor species. Thus, great care was taken to use only unambiguously

assigned cross peaks of the major isomer in the refinement.

Once the resonances of the ac-Ho and side chain Ho were assigned for the major

species in solution, it was possible to determine the geometry about each of the main

chain amide bonds from the TROESY spectra. In this work, cis amide bonds will refer to

geometries where the main chain Coºs are cis to each other. For residues with an

intervening cis amide bond, ROE cross peaks are expected between the main chain

protons of the two residues. Unfortunately, for the pentamer studied here, the main chain

protons are almost degenerate and the resulting cross peaks are too close to the diagonal

to be distinguishable except for residues 4 and 5, where the expected peak is present. If

the amide bond were trans, ROE cross peaks would be present between the main chain

protons of the residue preceding the amide bond and one or more of the side chain

protons (Ho, HB, or Hy) of the following residue. Those cross peaks would occur in the

spectra at positions far off the diagonal, where they would be clearly visible. Yet those

cross peaks are definitely absent from the spectra for the major isomer of 1. It can

therefore be concluded that the amide bonds of the major isomer of 1 all have a cis

geometry.

Refinement. The refinement process yielded a set of 39 conformations with all cis

amide bonds satisfying all absent distance restraints (ADRs) and all ROEs to within 0.5

A. Those conformations were analyzed in terms of conformational clusters. The term

“cluster” will be used to refer to a group of conformations whose maximal pairwise root

mean-square (RMS) distance for the backbone heavy atoms and the side chain o carbons

of the internal residues (2, 3 and 4) is less than 1.4 Å. The 39 structures can be described

as a single cluster, Cluster A (Fig. 4.3A). If a less stringent fit to the NMR data is

allowed, by increasing the ROE violation tolerance to 1.0 Å, an additional 101 structures
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are obtained, which have higher penalty function values. Of these 101 structures, 29

belong to Cluster A. The other 72 structures fall into 7 clusters, Clusters B-H,

comprising 22, 21, 16, 7, 3, 2 and 1 structures, respectively.

Fig. 4.4A shows the distribution of the proper backbone dihedral angles of Cluster

A and Clusters B-H. For the internal residues, the contour lines of the potential of an

octamer of NSnp, obtained from molecular mechanics (6), are superimposed on the plots.

Points that lie on the upper right-hand side of the maps represent right-handed

conformations. The dihedral angles of residues 2 and 3 are more tightly clustered than

those involving residues 4 and 5. This is not surprising since there is more contact

information on the N-terminal residues than on the C-terminal ones. The uncertainty

about the C-terminus conformation (Figs. 4.3A and 4.4A) could therefore be due to true

conformational flexibility or to a lack of ROE restraints.

The information content of our data was assessed in a series of refinements with

partial restraint sets. A set consisting of the four medium-range restraints

(NSnp’ H3-Nsnp'Hô, Nsnp’HB-Nsnp'Hy, Nsfp”HB-Nsmp’Hô and Nsfp'HB-Nsmp'H')
was sufficient to define the general fold and periodicity of the internal three residues.

However, it could define neither the handedness nor the individual backbone dihedral

angle values. The addition of the ADRs was required to narrow the distribution of the

{}/\!/ values, while the addition of the short-range distance restraints was necessary to

detect a preference for the right-handed conformations.
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Figure 4.3. Conformations remaining after restraint violation analysis.
A. Cluster A. This describes the major conformation of 1 in methanol. Backbone
carbons are shown in green, side chain carbons in light blue, nitrogen atoms in dark blue
and oxygen atoms in red. The para substituents on the aromatic rings and the hydrogen
atoms have been omitted for clarity. Residue numbers are shown in white.
B. Comparison of Cluster A conformations with previously published model (6). Only
backbone atoms and side chain O. carbons are shown. The model is shown as a thicker

ball and Stick molecule, and its carbon atoms are colored white.

g
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Figure 4.4. Distribution of the values of the main chain dihedral angles (q) and v) for
residues 2 to 5 (residue 1 is not included because there is no proper () dihedral angle).
A. Cluster A (large blue circles) and Clusters B-H (small red circles) after minimization,
and before ensemble calculation.

B. Same, with Cluster A angles after ensemble calculation (small black circles).
White contour lines for residues 2-4 indicate the potential surface for NSnp oligomers,
after (6).
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Other Isomers. We have only described the major isomer of 1. However, it is clear

from the NMR spectra that there are multiple species in slow exchange in solution. It is

likely that they result from cis-trans isomerizations about the amide bonds (and therefore

represent configurational isomerization). This is clearly the case for one minor isomer,

where ROE cross peaks are found between a resonance of Nsfp’minor-Ho and ac'minor

Ho, as well as between the corresponding Nsfp’minor-HB and ac"minor-Ho. Since both
the Nsfp’minor-Ho and the ac"minor-Ho could be unambiguously assigned in the HMBC
spectra of the compounds labeled at residues 4 and 3, these two cross peaks must reflect a

trans amide bond at that position.

Ensemble Calculations. The application of the ROE distance restraints to each and

every structure of an ensemble is not appropriate for cases in which conformational

dynamics are taking place rapidly on the NMR time scale. One way to address this

situation is by ensemble dynamics (20), in which the experimental observations are

fulfilled by the average over the ensemble: each member of the ensemble must satisfy the

constitutional constraints from the structural formula, while only the average over the

ensemble must fulfill the experimental measurements. This method has been previously

used to characterize equilibria between different conformations (20,21,22).

An ensemble calculation was performed on a set of 780 structures, containing 20

copies of each structure in Cluster A. All structures were allowed to independently

explore conformational space, with only the requirement that the average pairwise

distances must satisfy the distance restraints described above. This yielded a set of

conformations compatible with the experimental data under a fast exchange regime. Fig.

4.4 compares the distribution of values for the 4 and u■ dihedrals of residues 2-5, before

and after the ensemble calculation. It is clear that the regularity in the backbone dihedral

angles of the starting conformations is decreased by the ensemble treatment.

Nonetheless, a cluster analysis reveals that 354 of the 780 structures (45%) still belong to
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Cluster A. The remainder of the ensemble falls into 29 distinct clusters. Of these, 2

contain about 10% of the structures each, while the rest contain ‘5%, and typically <1%

of the structures each. The predominance of Cluster A conformations is not the result of

limited conformational sampling; indeed, when a control calculation was done without

any distance restraints, fewer than 10% of the resulting structures belonged to Cluster A.

Those results imply that the experimental data are most compatible with a highly

populated conformational family (Cluster A), validating the results of the standard

refinement method.
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Discussion

During initial investigations into the biophysical characteristics of peptoids, a

wide range of chiral molecules of varying length, charge, and polarity were synthesized.

Many of those molecules display a double minimum around 205 and 220 nm in their CD

spectrum. This signal was observed in both aqueous and organic solvents, and molecules

that could be tested in both types of solvents showed no significant change in their CD

spectrum in going from one to the other. Because this signal reflects the presence of a

regularly repeating backbone conformation (5), it is likely that all molecules that display

this double minimum adopt a similar backbone conformation. In order to determine this

conformation by NMR, molecules with this CD signal were screened for chemical shift

dispersion and sharp line widths in their 1D proton NMR spectra. A molecule that

satisfied these criteria was a pentamer of (S)-N-(1-(p-nitrophenylethyl)glycine (NSmp)

(Fig. 4.1D). By analogy to peptides (20), a molecule of such short length could be

expected to populate multiple conformations in solution. Nevertheless, this length was

sufficient to give rise to a strong double minimum CD signal (5), indicating that the

backbone conformation of interest was significantly populated. Moreover, the molecule

was small enough to allow the resonance assignments necessary for 2D NMR structure

determination. Since initial 2D NMR studies showed overlap in the aromatic region of

the spectra, various substitutions were introduced at the para position of the side chain

aromatic rings to increase chemical shift dispersion. This ultimately resulted in the

selection of compound 1 (Fig. 4.1A) for this work.

Both standard and ensemble refinement methods suggest that the major

conformation of 1 is accurately described by a single conformational cluster (Cluster A,

Fig. 4.3A). This cluster provides the most consistent fit to the experimental restraints. In
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addition, for most members of Cluster A, the backbone dihedral angles of the internal

residues (2-4) are closely distributed around 270°, giving rise to regular, right-handed

backbone conformations (Figs. 4.4A and 4.3A). This regular repeat is consistent with the

ordering of the backbone chromophores demonstrated by the CD data (5). By contrast,

most members of Clusters B-H have irregular backbones that are discordant with the

intense, helix-like CD spectrum. Finally, the ensemble calculations show that Cluster A

conformations remain by far the most prevalent even if other conformations are allowed

to contribute to the experimental fit. This validates the assumption that the ROE cross

peaks which were assigned to the major isomer can, to a first approximation, be treated as

coming from a single conformation. Indeed, if another conformer were significantly

populated in solution and rapidly exchanging with Cluster A conformations, the ensemble

calculation would have revealed its presence. Since the cluster analysis of the ensemble

does not indicate the presence of another important conformer, the ROE data most likely

reflect a large population of tightly clustered conformations.

Based on those results, the major conformation of 1 in methanol can be described

as having a helical shape, a right-handed twist, a periodicity of three residues per turn,

and a pitch of ~6 A. The amide bonds are all cis. The XI angles (defined as the C6.
1),NG),N-Co(i),N-CB16) dihedral angles) of residues 2-5 are all approximately -120°. This

conformation is very similar to the model previously proposed (6) for an oligomer of (S)-

N-(1-phenylethyl)glycine (Fig. 4.3B). Indeed, the handedness, periodicity, pitch, amide

bond geometries, and XI angles were all accurately predicted. The average backbone

RMS difference between the model and the conformations in Cluster A is 1.6 Å, or 1.1 Á

if only the internal residues are considered.

The simple molecular mechanics and more detailed quantum mechanical

calculations used in the modeling suggested that steric terms figure prominently in the

conformational preferences of No-chiral peptoids (6). The concordance of the model

with the conformation determined by NMR strengthens this hypothesis. Thus, although
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these results cannot establish the nature of the driving forces in peptoid folding, they do

imply that steric interactions play a prominent role in determining the folded

conformations of peptoids containing chiral centers at the side chains' O. position.

Conversely, because CD spectroscopy indicates that this conformation is very similar in

aqueous and organic solvents (5), it seems unlikely that the solvent plays a major role in

defining the folded conformation. This result can be contrasted to the behavior of

polyproline, another polymer without hydrogen bonds, in which solvent seems to have a

major impact on the polymer’s conformational preferences (23).

Another important result is the presence of a minor isomer of 1 with a trans amide

bond. This implies that the energetic difference between the cis and trans geometries is

not large enough to result in the exclusive population of one geometry, and proves that

cis/trans isomerization is a source of conformational flexibility in this molecule. The

population of both cis and trans amide bonds is not surprising, as N-alkylation should

lower the energetic difference between cis and trans forms of peptoids (5,24), as it does

for proline (25). Cis/trans isomerizations have been noted in small proline-containing

peptides in solution (21), and in previous NMR studies of peptoids (16,26). It is possible

that other amide bonds also adopt trans geometries in the minor isomers of 1. However,

modeling suggests that the amide bond of residue 4 could have a particular reason for

favoring a trans isomer: this geometry could allow the C-terminal amide hydrogen atoms

to form a hydrogen bond with the carbonyl oxygen of residue 4, if residues 2-4 adopt the

dihedral angle values of the major isomer (data not shown).

While this isomerization occurs on a slow time scale, the major conformation of 1

is also likely to fluctuate on a fast time scale. The ensemble calculations help to define

the flexibility of this isomer. It suggests that while the right-handed conformation is the

most populated in solution, other conformations with less regular geometries or opposite

handedness may also be populated and exchange with the right-handed helix rapidly

relative to the NMR time scale (Fig. 4.4B). Since the penalty function in the ensemble

2
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calculation consists only of distance restraints and hard-sphere repulsions, it would be

inappropriate to infer the relative energies of the different conformations from their

relative populations in the ensemble.
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Conclusion

The NMR data for the chiral pentapeptoid 1 strongly suggest that the major

conformation in methanol consists of a right-handed helix with three residues per turn, a

pitch of ~6 Å, and cis amide bonds. This is consistent with the CD data for this

molecule. Since many oligopeptoids containing chiral centers at the side chains' O.

position have almost identical CD characteristics as 1, the structure proposed here may

also describe the major conformation adopted by those other peptoids. Hence, this

represents an important step in the study of peptoid structure. Together with the success

of standard modeling methods in predicting the general features of this conformation, this

work opens a very promising path to rational peptoid design, which we are currently

pursuing. The helical motif described here could eventually form the structural basis for

a new class of biomimetic molecules with applications ranging broadly throughout

chemistry and biology.
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CHAPTER 5

THE HIGH RESOLUTION X-RAY CRYSTAL STRUCTURE

OF A PEPTOID OLIGOMER
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Abstract

The structural characterization by X-ray crystallography and CD spectroscopy of a

oligomer composed of (R)-N-(1-cyclohexyl)glycine units is reported. In the solid state,

this “peptoid” pentamer forms a polyproline I type helix with repeating cis amide bonds.

The periodicity of the helix is three residues per turn, with a pitch of ~6.7 Å. These

structural features are as predicted in a prior modeling study. Common (), (), Uy, and X■

torsion angles are found for the oligomer and for acetylated monomers containing bulky

chiral sidechains. The observed conformation is similar to that previously described for a

peptoid oligomer by two-dimensional solution NMR. The CD spectra obtained in organic

solvents are consistent with the formation of a well-defined secondary structure at room

temperature. These findings suggest that more extensive polypeptoid structures are

amenable to design by evaluating the low energy conformers of the constituent monomer

units.
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Introduction

N-substituted glycine oligomers, or peptoids, that contain chiral sidechains have been

described to form a well-defined helical secondary structure in solution (Armand et al.,

1998). The forces that provide for this conformational ordering are not completely

understood (Kirshenbaum et al., 1998). Molecular mechanics calculations correctly

predicted that certain oligopeptoids with chiral centers adjacent to the mainchain nitrogen

would favor a poly proline I type helix, with repeating cis amide bonds (Armand et al.,

1997). These findings indicate that steric interactions may play a dominant role in

constraining the accessible low energy conformations of peptoids. However, previous

studies have demonstrated a helical secondary structure only in peptoids that contain

aromatic sidechain substituents, suggesting that aromatic/aromatic interactions may also

be operative (Kirshenbaum et al., 1998; Armand et al., 1998). The synthesis and

characterization of peptoid monomers and an oligomer containing chiral aliphatic

sidechains are presented here, permitting additional insights into the forces that direct

peptoid folding.

Circular dichroism spectroscopy (CD) in the far UV region provides an efficient means to

evaluate the presence of polypeptide secondary structures (Woody, 1995). CD has been

proven similarly effective in discerning secondary structure formation by unnatural

oligomers (Applequist et al., 1998; Gademann et al., 1999). Unfortunately, the presence

of aromatic chromophores is known to contribute to CD signals in the far UV,

complicating the interpretation of these results for peptoid oligomers containing such

groups (Chakrabartty et al., 1993; Sreerama et al., 1999). The study of aliphatic

oligopeptoids by CD will allow an improved ability to screen for the presence of

Secondary structure in solution by optical spectroscopy.
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Results and Discussion

Synthesis

The peptoid pentamer and acetylated peptoid monomers were prepared as previously

described (Kirshenbaum et al., 1998). The pentamer (Nrch)s and acetylated monomer

Ac-Nsch were prepared from (R or S)-N-(1-cyclohexylethyl)glycine; the acetylated

monomer Ac-Nsnp was prepared from (S)-N-(1-nitrophenylethyl)glycine.

O O H
H cé NH H cé NH N NH2
3'-º's ~~ 2 3'-º's ~~ 2N N O

O O * - 7 5”,Z/

O2N

Ac-Nsch Ac-Nsnp (Nrch)s

Compounds were purified by preparative reversed-phase HPLC prior to characterization.

Molecular weights were confirmed by electrospray mass spectrometry and were in

agreement with expected values. (Nrch)s was obtained as the cationic amine with an

associated trifluoroacetate counterion.

Circular Dichroism

The formation of different secondary structures in polypeptides creates an asymmetric

environment around the amide chromophore that gives rise to characteristic CD signals in

the far-UV region. Similarly, a variety of CD signatures suggestive of well-ordered

Secondary structures have been observed for peptoids containing chiral sidechains

(Kirshenbaum et al., 1998). Among these, the CD signature for peptoids containing para

Substituted chiral N-(1-phenylethyl)glycine residues has been assigned to that of a
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polyproline I type helix by 2D NMR techniques (Armand et al., 1998). CD spectra for

these oligomers display two lobes of ellipticity of the same sign between 220 and 190 nm

in organic solvents (negative ellipticity for Schiral centers, positive ellipticity for R). The

CD signal for the corresponding acetylated Ac-Nsnp monomer has only a single

minimum in this region (Figure 3.3).

Figure 5.1 shows far-UV CD data for the (Nrch)spentamer and the Ac-Nsch acetylated

monomer in methanol solution at 5 °C. The data are normalized for peptoid concentration

and the number of amide chromophores in each molecule. Whereas both molecules show

a lobe of ellipticity near 195 nm, only the oligomer shows an additional substantial lobe

of ellipticity centered at 220 nm. The energy of this transition corresponds to the nt”

transition of the amide chromophore, which is typically monitored to quantitate

secondary structure content of O-helical polypeptides.

If the presence of the 220 nm signal arises from the presence of the peptoid secondary

structure, this signal may become diminished due to structural rearrangements at elevated

temperatures. Figure 5.2 shows CD spectra for (Nrch)s in methanol at varying

temperatures from 5 to 65°C. The intensity of the 220 nm signal is markedly diminished

across this temperature range with little variation in signal strength below 200 nm,

consistent with alterations in secondary structure. The spectra include the presence of an

isodichroic point around 205 nm, which is suggestive of a transition between two distinct

conformational states.

Comparison of this CD signature to those previously obtained for helical peptoid

sequences in methanol reveals some differences. Figure 4.1E shows that a pentamer

comprised of para-substituted (S)-N-(1-phenylethyl)glycine residues has a CD signal in

i
º

3
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5
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methanol remarkably similar to those of peptide helices. This signal includes two minima

around 205 and 220mm, and one maximum around 195 nm. The presence of an extremum

at 205 nm is not evident in (Nrch)s.

The CD spectra of (Nrch)s obtained in acetonitrile from 5 to 65 °C is shown in Figure

5.3. Two lobes of positive ellipticity are evident around 220 nm and below 200 nm, as

observed for (S)-N-(1-p-nitrophenylethyl)glycine oligomers in acetonitrile (Figure 3.3).

In contrast to the behavior of (Nrch)s in methanol, the intensity of both of these signals is

sharply diminished at increasing temperatures without evidence of an isodichroic point.

This finding suggests that the putative conformational transition that generates this

feature may involve specific interactions of the peptoid with solvent. The ability of

methanol to form a hydrogen bond with oligomer carbonyl groups may provide such an

interaction.
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Figure 5.1. Circular dichroism spectra of Ac-Nsch vs (Nrch)s. Peptoid concentration

was 0.2mg/ml in methanol, 5 °C. CD intensity is given as ellipticity per mole of amide

groups present, [0] x 10° (deg.cm■ /dmol). Ac-Nsch, dashed line; (Nrch)s, solid line. The

spectrum of Ac-Nsch has been multiplied by a value of -1 to account for the opposing

chirality.
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Figure 5.2. CD spectra of (Nrch)s as a function of temperature in methanol. Peptoid

concentration was 0.2mg/ml in methanol. CD intensity is given as ellipticity per mole of

amide groups present, [0] x 10° (deg.cm■ /dmol). Note the presence of an isochroic point

at 200 nm. From top to bottom at 220 nm: 5, 15, 35, 45, 55, 65 °C.
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Figure 5.3. CD spectra of (Nrch)s as a function of temperature in acetonitrile.

Peptoid concentration was 0.2 mg/ml in acetonitrile. CD intensity is given as ellipticity

per mole of amide groups present, [0] x 10° (deg.cm3/dmol). In contrast to the behavior

in methanol, note the absence of an isodichroic point. From top to bottom at 220 nm: 5,

25, 45, 65 °C.
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X-ray Crystallography

Crystals of Ac-Nsnp, Ac-Nsch, and (Nrch)s were obtained by slow evaporation of

methanol, permitting structure analysis by X-ray diffraction. The crystal structure of Ac

NSnp (Figure 5.4) reveals a cis amide bond (0) - 0°). The “main chain” () and y dihedral

angles are –76.8° and 173.5°, respectively. These values are all within the range predicted

by molecular mechanics calculations of peptoid oligomers containing similar sidechains,

and rationalized on the basis of steric and electrostatic interactions (Table 5.1 and Figures

2.4, 2.5). The side chain torsion angle XI is 173.5°, as was similarly predicted. This

rotamer places the bulky sidechain substituents away from the adjacent main chain

carbonyl, avoiding a steric clash with the NB groups (Figure 2.5).

The crystal of Ac-Nsch contains two molecules within the asymmetric unit (Figure 5.5).

These molecules have significantly different configurations. While one has dihedral

angles that closely match those of Ac-Nsnp, the other has a value of 81.3°. The

predicted @ value around -60° in NSnp oligomers minimizes unfavorable steric and

electrostatic interactions between the phenyl ring and the carbonyl oxygen of the

neighboring residue (Armand et al., 1997). The flexible Nsch cyclohexyl group

substantially alters the nature of the sidechain-mainchain interactions. The aliphatic

nature of the sidechain may alleviate both steric and electrostatic conformational

constraints predicted for peptoid oligomers containing phenyl groups. Different main

chain torsion angles may be more nearly iso-energetic in oligomers composed of N(s/r)ch

residues, permitting more facile conformational rearrangements in solution. The

isodichroic point seen in the CD spectra of (Nrch)s may arise from transitions between

conformers with different () values.

.
3
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Figure 5.4. Stereo diagram of the X-ray crystal structure of Ac-Nsnp. Note the

presence of the cis amide bond (0) - 0°) and the orientation of the bulky sidechain

substituents away from the neighboring carbonyl (XI - -120°). These values are

predicted by molecular mechanics and observed by crystallography for a peptoid

oligomer (see Table 5.1).

º
i
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Figure 5.5. Stereo diagram of the X-ray crystal structure of Ac-Nsch. Both molecules

present in the asymmetric unit are shown. Hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity.
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Table 5.1. Observed and predicted torsion angles of acetylated peptoid monomers.

Ac-Nsch 1 and 2 refer to the two molecules present in the crystal asymmetric unit.

Peptoid (O () U■ X.1

Ac-Nsnp –2.7 –76.8 173.5 -106.6
Ac-Nsch 1 -4.9 –78.3 -179.5 -111.4
Ac-Nsch 2 2.3 81.3 167.7 -122.6

Predicted 0 -120 < p < | U-150 or -120
(see Chapter 2) - 60 U-150

}
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The crystal structure of the (Nrch)s pentamer is shown in Figure 5.6. The molecule

assumes a helix with repeating cis amide bonds, similar to that of polyproline I. This

secondary structure was predicted on the basis of molecular mechanics calculations, and

was also observed to be the predominant solution conformation of a peptoid pentamer

containing No chiral sidechains as determined by 2D NMR. The periodicity of the helix

is approximately three residues per turn, with a helix pitch of ~ 6.7 Å (as measured from

corresponding main chain atoms at residues 2 and 5). The carbonyl groups are aligned

with the helix axis, consistent with the strong CD signals detected in the far-UV. An

intermolecular hydrogen bond is present between the oxygen of residue 2 and the

terminal amide NH2 group (not shown).

The distinguishing torsion angles are listed in Table 5.2. With one exception, these values

are as predicted by the previous modeling study. The Uy angle of residue 4 is 141.7°,

which is slightly outside the range predicted (u■ > 150° or y <-150°). For a given residue,

Smaller values of Ó appear to be accompanied by negative values of U■ , and larger values

of () are accompanied by positive values of U■ , in an alternating fashion.

The values of the torsion angles of No chiral pentamers in solution and in the solid state

are remarkably similar to those observed in the crystal structures of the acetylated

monomers (Table 5.1). This finding holds forth the possibility that evaluating the

“folding code” for polypeptoid secondary structures may be straightforward. The

conformation of peptoid sequences of moderate chain length may be amenable to

prediction by analysis of the rotamer preferences of the corresponding monomer units.

:
:
*

º
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Figure 5.6. Stereo diagrams of the X-ray crystal structure of (Nrch)s. The structure is

seen perpendicular (top) and parallel (bottom) to the long axis of the helix. Note the

alignment of the carbonyl groups parallel to the helix axis, consistent with the strong CD

signals observed for this molecule. Hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity.
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Table 5.2. Observed and predicted torsion angles of (Nrch)s. Note that predicted

values are the inverse of those predicted for peptoids of opposing chirality (NSXx)

Torsion angles as determined by X-ray crystallography

Residue # (O () \■ X.1
1 -173.9
2 –0.1 86.3 151.7 113.9
3 -3.4 67.6 -177.4 116.3
4 3.0 82.9 141.7 128.4
5 0.1 64.1 -162.5 116.9

Torsion angles as predicted by molecular mechanics
(see Chapter 2)

(O () \■ X.1

0 60 <}< 120 | U-150 or 120
U-150

;
2

>
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Materials and Methods

Peptoid Synthesis and Purification

Solvents and reagents were purchased from commercial sources and used without further

purification. Peptoid oligomers were synthesized as described previously (Kirshenbaum

et al., 1998). The amine submonomers (R or S)-1-cyclohexylethylamine and (S)-1-

phenylethylamine (>99% e.e.) were obtained from Fluka (Ronkonkoma, NY). Peptoid

oligomers were analyzed and purified as described previously (Kirshenbaum et al., 1998).

Circular Dichroism

CD measurements were performed with a JASCO 710 spectropolarimeter equipped with

a Peltier temperature control unit. Spectra were obtained in 1 mm path length fused

quartz cells. Solutions were made by solubilizing the corresponding crystalized peptoids.

Concentrations were determined by measurement of dry weight and are approximate

values. Data are expressed in terms of mean residue ellipticity, [0] (deg-cm’■ dmol),

calculated per mole of amide groups present.

Crystallography of (Nrch)s

Data Collection

A colorless blocky crystal having approximate dimensions of 0.18 x 0.20 x 0.43 mm was

mounted on a glass fiber using Paratone N hydrocarbon oil. All measurements were made

on a SMART CCD area detector with graphite monochromated Mo-Ko radiation.

Cell constants and an orientation matrix, obtained from a least-squares refinement using

the measured positions of 4,836 relections in the range 3.00 < 20 < 40.00° corresponded

to a primitive orthorhombic cell with dimensions:

º
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a = 14.0023 Å

b = 18.9516 A

c = 22.5404 Å

V = 5981.5 Å."

For Z=4 and F.W. = 1143.32, the calculated density is 1.27 g/cm'. The systematic

absences of:

h00: h # 2n

Ok0: k # 2n

001: 1 # 2n

uniquely determine the space group to be P212121.

The data were collected at a temperature of—151 + 1 °C. Frames corresponding to an

arbitrary hemisphere of data were collected using Go scans of 0.3 ° counted for a total of

30.0 seconds per frame.

Data Reduction

Data were integrated by the program SAINT to a maximum 20 value of 41.6°. The data

were corrected for Lorentz and polarization effects. Data were analyzed for agreement

and possible absorption using XPREP. An empirical absorption correction based on

comparison of redundant and equivalent reflections was applied using SADABS.

º

º
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Structure Solution and Refinement

The structure was solved using SHELXS and expanded using Fourier techniques. The

final cycle of full-matrix least-squares refinement was based on ALL 6269 data with 681

variable parameters and 106 restraints and converged (largest parameter shift was 0.01

time its esd) with unweighted and weighted agreement factors of:

wR2 = 0.2488

R1 = 0.0924

Refinement was on Fº against ALL reflections. The weighted R-factor wF and goodness

of fit S are based on Fº, conventional R-factors R are based on F, with F set to zero for

negative F*. The threshold expression F* > 200F) is used only for calculating R

factors(gt) etc. and is not relevant to the choice of reflections for refinement. R-factors

based on F are statistically about twice as large as those based on F, and R-factors based

on ALL data will be even larger. All calculations were performed using the SHELXTL

crystallographic software package of Bruker AXS, Inc.

Crystallography of Ac-Nspe

Data Collection

A fragment of a colorless triangular tabular crystal of 04N3C12His having approximate

dimensions of 0.15 x 0.21 x 0.28 mm was mounted on a glass fiber using Paratone N

hydrocarbon oil. All measurements were made on a SMART CCD area detector with

graphite monochromated Mo-Ko radiation.

1

º
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Cell constants and an orientation matrix, obtained from a least-squares refinement using

the measured positions of 2,121 reflections with IC 100 (I) in the range 3.00 < 20 <

40.00° corresponded to a primitive orthorhombic cell with dimensions:

a = 5.0716 A

b = 14.1677 A

c = 9.2286 Å

V = 661.72 Å”

For Z=2 and F.W. =26527, the calculated density is 1.33 g/cm'. Based on the

systematic absences of:

Ok0: k # 2n

packing considerations, a statistical analysis of intensity distribution, and the successful

solution and refinement of the structure, the space group was determined to be P21.

The data were collected at a temperature of -98 + 1 °C. Frames corresponding to an

arbitrary hemisphere of data were collected using () scans of 0.3 ° counted for a total of

10.0 seconds per frame.

Data Reduction

Data were integrated by the program SAINT to a maximum 20 value of 49.4°. The data

were corrected for Lorentz and polarization effects. Data were analyzed for agreement

and possible absorption using XPREP. An empirical absorption correction based on

comparison of redundant and equivalent reflections was applied using XPREP.
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Structure Solution and Refinement

The structure was solved by direct methods using the program SIR92 and expanded

using Fourier techniques. The non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically.

Hydrogen atoms were included but not refined. The final cycle of full-matrix least

squares refinement was based on 974 observed reflections (I - 30 (I)) and 171 variable

parameters and converged (largest parameter shift was 0.01 time its esd) with unweighted

and weighted agreement factors of:

R = 0.034

Rw = 0.036

The standard deviation of an observation of unit weight was 1.58. The weighting

scheme was based on counting statistics and included a factor (p = 0.030) to downweight

the intense reflections. The maximum and minimum peaks on the final difference Fourier

map corresponded to 0.15 and –0.14 e / Á”, respectively. All calculations were

performed using the texsan crystallographic software package of Molecular Structure

Corporation (Molecular Structure Corporation, 1992).

Crystallography of Ac-Nsch

Data Collection

A fragment of a colorless triangular tabular crystal of 0.2N2C12H22 having approximate

dimensions of 0.15 x 0.19 x 0.36 mm was mounted on a glass fiber using Paratone N

hydrocarbon oil. All measurements were made on a SMART CCD area detector with

graphite monochromated Mo-Ko radiation.

.
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Cell constants and an orientation matrix, obtained from a least-squares refinement using

the measured positions of 2,445 reflections in the range 3.00 < 20 < 45.00° corresponded

to a primitive orthorhombic cell with dimensions:

a = 9.1884 Å

b = 14.96.25 Å B = 93.610 °

c = 9.675.9 Å.

V = 1327.62 Å”

For Z=4 and F.W. = 226.32, the calculated density is 1.13 g/cm'. Based on the

systematic absences of:

Ok0: k # 2n

packing considerations, a statistical analysis of intensity distribution, and the successful

solution and refinement of the structure, the space group was determined to be P21.

The data were collected at a temperature of -11.5 + 1 °C. Frames corresponding to an

arbitrary hemisphere of data were collected using Go scans of 0.3 ° counted for a total of

10.0 seconds per frame.

Data Reduction

Data were integrated by the program SAINT to a maximum 20 value of 49.3°. The data

were corrected for Lorentz and polarization effects. Data were analyzed for agreement

and possible absorption using XPREP. An empirical absorption correction based on

comparison of redundant and equivalent reflections was applied using SADABS.
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Structure Solution and Refinement

The structure was solved by direct methods using the program SIR92 and expanded

using Fourier techniques. The non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically.

Hydrogen atoms were included in calculated positions but not refined. The final cycle of

full-matrix least-squares refinement was based on 1,741 observed reflections (I P 2.000

(I)) and 287 variable parameters and converged (largest parameter shift was 0.00 time its

esd) with unweighted and weighted agreement factors of:

R = 0.040

Rw = 0.040

The standard deviation of an observation of unit weight was 1.43. The weighting scheme

was based on counting statistics and included a factor (p = 0.030) to downweight the

intense reflections. The maximum and minimum peaks on the final difference Fourier

map corresponded to 0.11 and –0.12 e / A', respectively. All calculations were

performed using the texsan crystallographic software package of Molecular Structure

Corporation.
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CHAPTER 6

PREDICTING CONFORMATIONAL SWITCHES IN PROTEINS

This chapter was published as:
Malin Young, Kent Kirshenbaum, Ken A. Dill and Stefan Highsmith (1999)

“Predicting conformational switches in proteins” Protein Sci. 8:1752-1764.
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Abstract

We describe a new computational technique to predict conformationally switching

elements in proteins from their amino acid sequences. The method, called ASP (Ambivalent

Structure Predictor) analyzes results from a secondary structure prediction algorithm to identify

regions of conformational ambivalence. ASP identifies ambivalent regions in fifteen test protein

sequences for which function involves substantial backbone rearrangements. In the test set, all

sites previously described as conformational switches are correctly predicted to be part of

structurally ambivalent regions. No such regions are predicted in the sequences of three proteins

thought to lack conformational switches. ASP may be useful as a guide for experimental studies

on protein function and motion in the absence of detailed three-dimensional structural data.
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Introduction

The biological activity of a protein often depends on its ability to undergo conformational

rearrangements. Because protein sequences are far more readily available than structures, it

would be useful to predict sites of conformational switches from amino acid sequence

information alone. Here we describe such an algorithm.

Much evidence supports the idea that certain amino acid sequences can adopt different

conformations, depending on the solvent environment (Zhong and Johnson, 1992; Waterhous

and Johnson, 1994) or the environment inside a protein (Kabsch and Sander, 1984; Cohen et al.,

1993; Minor and Kim, 1996; Han and Baker, 1996; Sudarsanam, 1998). Our method is based on

ideas that originated with Chou and Fasman (1974). First, that secondary structures are partly

predictable from local sequence information about intrinsic propensities to form a helix or strand.

Second, that predictions of ambivalent propensities can help define the regions in peptides that

are potentially capable of undergoing conformational change. Evaluation of peptide sequences

allowed prediction of sites of environment-induced conformational changes in glucagon and

preproparathyroid hormone (Chou and Fasman, 1975; Fasman, 1987; Rosenblatt et al., 1980).

We extend these ideas from the study of peptides to the study of complete protein structures. Our

approach follows the premise that if a protein subsequence lacks a strong intrinsic secondary

structure preference, a change in its environment can alter its conformation.

Typically, secondary structure prediction methods rely upon associating homologies

between new sequences and those of proteins of known structure. Whereas the Chou-Fasman

rules were originally based on only 19 protein structures, now nearly 8000 structures are known.

The success rates of the best methods are now in the range of 70 - 75 percent (Rost and Sander,

1993). To evaluate secondary structure propensities, we use the PHD program of Rost and

Sander (1993). For a given sequence, PHD finds and aligns homologs to that sequence. These
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are put into a neural network, which has been trained on a databank of structures. The output of

PHD includes a scaled probability that each input residue will be found in a helix, strand, or

other secondary structure (e.g. loop).

We introduce a program called ASP (Ambivalent Structure Predictor) that uses the scaled

probabilities from PHD to identify structurally ambivalent sequence elements (SASEs). These

sites are predicted to have a greater potential to exchange between secondary structural classes.

In addition, we may also predict sites of more transient rearrangements involving disruption of a

secondary structure element. We analyze the sequences of fifteen proteins that undergo

conformational switching as part of their biological activity. As a test of the method, we correlate

the sequence elements predicted to be structurally ambivalent by ASP with the portions of

protein structure previously shown by experiment to undergo conformational switching.

}

}
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Results

Selection of Test Protein Sequences

Our aim is to predict sites prone to conformational rearrangement in a diverse set of

proteins that exhibit switches in secondary structure as part of their activity. In order to minimize

bias in the selection process, we sought a preexisting compilation of suitable proteins. We

wanted to evaluate comprehensively a wide selection of proteins that undergo backbone

rearrangements. The Database of Macromolecular Motions, which categorizes over 120 motions,

is such a compilation (Gerstein and Krebs, 1998). While most protein motions may not include

substantial secondary structure rearrangements, the hierarchical classification in this database

allowed us to identify the appropriate group for analysis. Protein motions are categorized on the

basis of size and on the basis of packing (Gerstein and Krebs, 1998). We chose the domain

category for size, excluding sequences less than 150 residues in length in order to minimize end

effects. We considered all such proteins as candidates for our test set, except those with motions

that are predominantly simple swivel, hinge and/or shear (see Discussion).

All such sequences were submitted to the EMBL PHD mail server (http://www.embl

heidelberg.de/predictprotein/predictprotein.html) for secondary structure prediction (Rost and

Sander, 1993; Rost, 1996). The reliability of secondary structure prediction by PHD is partially

dependent on the number of sequence homologues in the SWISS-PROT databank available as

input to the neural net. Therefore, proteins with fewer than 10 homologues were not analyzed

further. This selection process produced a test set of 15 proteins: four members of the serpin

family, transducin-o, adenylyl cyclase activator o subunit, elongation factor Tu, NF-kB p50,

TATA-box binding protein, Yö resolvase, prion protein, topoisomerase I, aldose reductase,

hemagglutinin, and myosin. We have analyzed more thoroughly results for those proteins with

conformational transitions that are well characterized (the serpins, transducin-o, adenylyl cyclase
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activator o: subunit, elongation factor Tu). Conformational rearrangements are suspected for the

remaining proteins in the test set, but have not been as thoroughly described. We include

analyses of these proteins, which may serve as true predictive tests of of method as future

experimental findings become available.

Evaluation of Proteins with Known Conformational Switches

Serpins

The serpins are a family of monomeric proteins, most of which function to inhibit serine

protease activity (Potempa et al., 1994). The inhibitory serpins undergo large-scale

conformational rearrangements, primarily following cleavage of the protein in the reactive center

loop (RCL), which then becomes inserted as a strand into a large [-sheet (Stein and Chothia,

1991; Whisstock et al., 1998). Non-inhibitory serpins, such as ovalbumin, do not demonstrate

this rearrangement; ovalbumin is included in our negative control set.

We analyzed the sequences of five serpins (Figure 6.1), four of which are serine

proteinase inhibitors (0.1-antitrypsin, antithrombin-III, O. 1-antichymotrypsin, and leuckocyte

elastase inhibitor (LEI)), and one of which is noninhibitory (ovalbumin). ASP identifies

structurally ambivalent sequence elements in the four inhibitory serpins (Table 6.1). These

SASEs map to the reactive center loops in the crystal structures (0.1-antitrypsin: 346-377;

antithrombin-III: 370-392; o 1-antichymotrypsin: 348-353, 361-378, LEI: 332-337) (Figure 6.2,

Table 6.2). In contrast, no SASEs are found for the non-inhibitory ovalbumin, consistent with the

lack of conformationally labile regions expected for this control sequence.
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Figure 6.1. Mean residue ambivalence scores, pu(k), for five serpin sequences. Smaller values are

predicted to have an enhanced proclivity for conformational switching. Residues with scores

below a z score cutoff of -1.75 standard deviations (dotted line) are defined to be structurally

ambivalent. The sequences of four inhibitory serpins (O-1-antitrypsin, O-1-antichymotrypsin,

LEI, antithrombin III) contain structurally ambivalent sequence elements (SASEs) corresponding

to the reactive center loops. The non-inhibitory serpin ovalbumin (bottom) does not contain any

ambivalent sequence elements (all pu(k) scores-9, dashed line).
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Table 6.1. Predicted Structurally Ambivalent Sequence Elements (SASEs)

Test Protein

o-1-Antitrypsin

O-1-Antichymotrypsin
Antithrombin III

LEI

Gso.

Gto.

EF-Tu

NF-kB p50

Yö-Resolvase

TATA-Box Binding Protein 5

DNA Topoisomerase I

Prion Protein

Aldose Reductase

Hemagglutinin

Myosin heavy chain

Control Proteins

Ovalbumin

Collagen

Myosin Rod Region

Accession Number

A1AT HUMAN

AACT HUMAN

ANT3_BOVIN

ILEU_HORSE

GBAS HUMAN

GBT1_BOVIN

EFTU THEAQ

KBF1_MOUSE

TNP1 ECOLI

TF2D YEAST

TOP1_ECOLI

PRIO MOUSE

ALDR HUMAN

HEMA IAAIC

MYSS CHICK

Accession Number

OVAL CHICK

CA13_BOVIN

MYSS CHICK

SASEs

346-377

136-141,348-353,361-378

370-392

204-207,322-337

126-128,161-170,201-203,233-234,236

242,251-258,280–282

68,138-142,173-176,205-213,224–230,

251-255

46-51,64-66,98-100,175-179,224-226,293

300,314-315

132-138, 144-147, 209-213,304-308

137,168-173,177-179

64-67,105,151,166-172

33-36,68–70,219–221,236-238,434-439,

509-519,672-673,698-700,718–722,826-839

120-122,128-133,214,246-250

14-16,40-43,102-105,251-255,274-277,

295-297

325-341,360-372

38-51,235-247,251-256,279-296,310-316,

357-372,404-416,459–481,484-489,501-508

580-587,691-708,754-769

SASEs

NONE

NONE

NONE

WS is the window size used in the analysis, as discussed in the Methods section. The

accession numbers identify the sequences obtained from the Swiss-Prot Data Bank
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Figure 6.2. Sequence elements predicted to be ambivalent are mapped onto the crystal structures

of four inhibitory serpins. In each case, the reactive center loop changes to 3-sheet upon cleavage

(see text). The loop conformation can be seen in o-1-antitrypsin (I) and antithrombin III (II).

The sheet form is seen in LEI (III) and o-1-antichymotrypsin (IV). Predicted SASEs in the

reactive center loop are shown in red. Additional SASEs are shown in magenta. No SASEs were

predicted for the control sequence of the non-inhibitory serpin ovalbumin (V).
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Table 6.2. Comparison of Known and Predicted Switch Locations

Protein Switch Published Residues Predicted Residues

o-1-antitrypsin RCL' 366-382 346-377

o-1 antichymotrypsin RCL 366–382 361-378

antithrombin III RCL 378-394 370-392

LEI RCL 328-344 322–337

Gso.” Switch I 199-207 201–203

Switch II 224-240 233-234, 236-242

Switch III 256-264 251–258

Gto.” Switch I 173-183 173-176

Switch II 195-215 205-213

Switch III 227-238 224–230

EF-Tu" Switch I 40-62 46-51, 64-66

Switch II 80-100 98-100

Myosin’ Switch I 235–245 235–247

Switch II 466-506 459–481,484-489, 501-508

'For the serpins, the switch is defined as the residues in the reactive center loop (RCL) C
terminal to strand 5A and N-terminal to the P1’ residue.

‘Sunahara et al., 1997.

'Lambright et al., 1996.
“Abel et al., 1996

*Putative switches as defined by Smith and Rayment, 1995.
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In the cases of LEI and O. 1-antichymotrypsin, one additional subsequence is predicted to

be ambivalent. The LEI SASE (204-207) stretches across one edge of the B-sheet involved in the

serpin conformational transformation (the A-sheet), is located at the base of the RCL (Figure 6.2,

in magenta), and may be involved in the insertion of the cleaved RCL into the 3-sheet. The oil

antichymotrypsin SASE maps to strand s2A (Figure 6.2, in magenta). Comparison of serpin

structures shows that s2A moves upon cleavage of the RCL (Stein and Chothia, 1991; Elliott et

al., 1998).

Transducin-o. (Go)

Gio is the o-subunit of a heterotrimeric G protein involved in modulating the vertebrate

light response via rhodopsin-induced GTP-binding. Upon exchange of GDP for GTP, Go-GTP

undergoes a conformational change. It disassociates from the fly subunits and subsequently

activates its effector, cKMP-specific phosphodiesterase. Hydrolysis of the GTP to GDP

eventually triggers reassociation of the G protein heterotrimer with rhodopsin, thus completing

the cycle of activation. The conformational changes observed in Gio upon binding GTP have

been localized to 3 switch regions, named switch I, switch II, and switch III (Lambright et al.,

1996; Sondek et al., 1994; Noel et al., 1993).

The ASP profile for bovine Glo indicates there are five SASEs with length greater than

one: 138-142, 173-176,205-213, 224-230, and 251-255 (Figure 6.3, Table 6.1). Three of the five

SASEs correspond to switches (Table 6.2) previously identified (Lambright et al., 1996). SASE

173-176 maps to switch I which is involved in phosphate binding. SASE 205-213 maps to switch

II and includes a neighboring effector-binding region 209-212. SASE 224-230 overlaps the N

terminal portion of switch III.
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Figure 6.3. Mean residue ambivalence scores, pu(k), for two G protein O. subunits. Both proteins

(adenylyl cyclase o subunit, transducin-o) have SASEs (z scores-1.75 standard deviations,

below dotted line) that correspond to known conformational switches in the tertiary structures.
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When the two other SASEs (138-142, 251-255) are mapped onto the crystal structure of

Gia (Figure 6.4), it can be seen that SASE 138-142 is in van der Waals contact with SASE 224

230 (switch III). Similarly, SASE 138-142 is proximal to residues 145-149 which are known to

be involved in binding the guanine of GTP (Noel et al., 1993). SASE 251-255 is the Gio oft/35

surface loop, which has been implicated in phosphodiesterase binding and activation (Noel et al.,

1993). It too is in van der Waals contact with one of the 3 switches, specifically switch II.

Residue F254 is, in addition, one of a series of interhelical contacts linking surface loops o'P/34,

o:3/35, and o.4/36 (Noel et al., 1993). The interhelical contacts in these 3 loops are thought to

transmit information from the phosphate-binding oz helix to the effector binding loops oft/35

and o.4/36. These additional SASEs may therefore function in the transmission of information

from the GTP-binding site to switch II.

Adenylyl Cyclase Activator O. subunit (Geo)

Gso , like Glo, is an O-subunit of a heterotrimeric G-protein complex, which activates

adenylyl cyclase upon binding GTP. The tertiary structures of Gso and Gio can be superimposed

with an RMSD of 1.8 Angstroms over 303 Co. positions (Holm and Sander, 1998). The sequence

identity, on the other hand, is only 36.5%. Gso contains three switch regions which undergo

conformational rearrangements that are similar to those described for Gio. A valuable test of our

method would be the identification of similar SASEs in Gso and Gio in the absence of substantial

sequence identity.

ASP identified six SASEs in human Gso: 126-128, 161-170, 201-203, 233-234/236-242,

251-258, and 280–282 (Figure 6.3, Table 6.1). Three of the six SASEs correspond to the three

known conformational switches, I, II, and III, in Gso (Sunahara et al., 1997; Wall et al. 1998;

Tesmer et al., 1997) (Figure 6.4, Table 6.2). SASE 201-203 corresponds to switch I. SASE 233

234/236-242 maps to switch II and SASE 251-258 maps to switch III. SASE 280-282 is part of

the O.3/[5 surface loop which binds and activates adenylyl cyclase.
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Figure 6.4. Structurally ambivalent sequence elements for transducin-O mapped onto the aligned

crystal structures of the GDP-bound (1tag, white) and the GTP-bound (1tnd, cyan)

conformations. Sites of conformational rearrangement correspond to the locations of predicted

SASEs (in red and magenta). The SASEs mapping to the previously identified Switches I, II, and

III are shown in red (Noel et al., 1993; Lambright et al., 1996).
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Figure 6.5. Comparison of the experimentally determined Geo conformational switch regions

with the structurally ambivalent sequence elements predicted here. (A) Surfaces representing

conformational switches I, II, and III are mapped in color onto the solvent-accessible surface

along with the O.3/35 effector-binding loop. These surfaces were identified as part of the G.,

“interaction footprint” by Sunahara et al. (1997). (B) The three SASEs predicted for Gºa, which

correspond to switches I, II, and III, are residues 201-203 (blue), 233-234/236-242 (cyan), and

251-258 (red) respectively. The SASE mapping to the o?/55 loop consists of residues 280–282

(green). Two additional SASEs are shown in magenta (see text).
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ASP identified all three switch regions, as in the case of Gio, even though the sequence

identity shared by the two proteins is relatively low. When the six SASEs are mapped onto the

crystal structure (Figure 6.5), five form a coherent region on the protein surface which markedly

resembles the interaction footprint previously described by Sunahara et al. (compare to Figure 3

of Sunahara et al., 1997).

Elongation Factor Tu (EF-Tu)

EF-Tu is a G protein which plays a role in polypeptide elongation. EF-Tu undergoes a

series of conformational changes during protein synthesis which are due to its interactions with

GDP, GTP, aminoacyl-tRNA, and elongation factor Ts. X-ray crystallographic studies of

variously liganded EF-Tu complexes have identified two conformational switch regions (Abel et

al., 1996; Polekhina et al., 1996). A seven amino acid portion of switch I (53–59) has been shown

to undergo an O-helix to fl-strand transition upon GTP hydrolysis.

Seven SASEs are predicted for the primary sequence of EF-Tu. They are: 46-51, 64-66,

98-100, 175-179, 224-226, 293-300 and 314-315 (Figure 6.6, Table 6.1). Three of the seven

SASEs map to the two known conformational switches in EF-Tu (Table 6.2). SASEs 46–51 and

64-66 correspond to residues at the N-terminus and near the C-terminus of switch I. SASE 46-51

includes residues Y47 and D51, which are involved in GTP-binding. Surprisingly, the seven

residue portion of switch I that undergoes a transition from O-helical to 3-strand structure upon

GTP hydrolysis is not identified as a structurally ambivalent sequence element. However, SASEs

46–51 and 64-66, which ASP does identify, flank these seven residues. These flanking regions

contain residues (Asp 51 and Asn 64) that have been described to undergo “flips” that initiate the

O – ■ ; structural transitions (Abel et al., 1996).
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Figure 6.6. Mean residue ambivalence scores, pu(k), for seven test proteins that undergo localized

conformational rearrangements. From top to bottom they are: elongation factor Tu, Yö-resolvase,

prion protein, NF-kB p50, TATA-box binding protein, aldose reductase, and topoisomerase I.

Predicted SASEs consist of residues with z scores less than -1.75 standard deviations (below

dotted line).
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SASE 98-100 is located at the C-terminus of switch II. SASE 175-179 is part of the GTP

binding site. The sidechain of S174, and the backbone amides of A175 and L176 are involved in

hydrogen-bonding GTP (Sobolev et al., 1996). Two remaining ambivalent regions, SASEs 224

226 and 293-300, are both located in domain 2 and they are in van der Waals contact with one

another.

Evaluation of Proteins with Putative Conformational Switches

NF-kB p50

NF-kB p50 is a prototypical member of a family of mammalian transcription factors

containing a -280 amino-acid “Rel homology region’ (RHR) found within the amino-terminal

fragment of the protein. NF-kB p50 forms a functional dimer which binds to specific sequences

in the DNA major- and minor-grooves. Residues in a loop near the core of the dimer interface

make sequence-specific contacts to DNA (Muller et al., 1995; Ghosh et al., 1995) in the major

groove. Muller et al. have postulated the presence of an allosteric switch in which

conformational changes at the dimer interface would be communicated to adjacent residues that

contact the DNA (Muller et al. 1995). Residues in the minor groove binding site form a loop that

contacts the DNA backbone phosphate groups. These loops “may be more flexible” in order that

they may “adjust to different sequences, different binding partners and possibly to neighboring

transcription factors” (Ghosh et al., 1995).

ASP analysis predicts four SASEs in NF-kB p50: 132-138, 144-147, 209-213, 304-308

(Figure 6.6, Table 6.1). Mapping the SASEs onto the crystal structure of NF-kB highlights that

we identify two DNA-binding loops (Figure 6.7A). Residues 304-308 correspond to the dimer

interface at the major-groove binding site. Residues 144-147 includes all residues that contact

DNA in the minor-groove. The remaining SASEs (132-138 and 209-213) are proximal to the

DNA-binding loop in the minor-groove (around 144-147) and flank the helical segments in the

NF-kB structure. These helices are thought to lie near the binding site of co-activating

transcription factors (Muller et al., 1995; Ghosh et al., 1995).
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Figure 6.7. Predicted SASEs mapped onto the crystal structures of two homodimeric DNA
binding proteins. (A) SASEs predicted for NF-kB p50. SASEs corresponding to DNA-binding
sites are shown in red. Additional SASEs are shown in magenta. (B) SASEs predicted for Yö
resolvase are shown in red. These SASEs correspond to regions thought to undergo
conformational rearrangement to allow sequence-specific recognition of DNA (see text).
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Yö Resolvase

Yö Resolvase is a homodimeric recombinase that catalyzes the site-specific catenation of

double-stranded DNA. The crystal structure of resolvase has been determined as a dimer in

complex with a 34-base pair segment of DNA containing a recombination site (Yang and Steitz,
-

1995). The dimer displayed substantial asymmetry and the catalytic residue was distant from the
-

cleavage site. Therefore, this study concluded that conformational lability may be important in

resolvase function. Structural adaptability would also allow resolvase to recognize different

DNA-binding sites in distinct configurations while retaining high affinity. º
Consistent with these results, ASP analysis identified two SASEs with length greater than

1: 168-173, and 177-179 (Figure 6.6, Table 6.1). Residues 168-173 and 177-179 are part of a 3

helix bundle in the C-terminal domain. These subsequences correspond to residues observed to

make sequence specific contacts in the DNA major-groove (Yang and Steitz, 1995) (Figure

6.7B). Conformational changes in this region have also been demonstrated by solution NMR

studies of resolvase (Pan et al., 1997). In addition, a single-amino acid SASE, residue G137, was

predicted by ASP. It is near the minor-groove binding site of Yö resolvase and is located at the C

terminus of a central helix (Yang and Steitz, 1995). This portion of the helix is thought to be

present only in the presence of DNA and may constitute an important conformational switch
upon DNA-binding.

TATA-box Binding Protein (TBP)

TBP is a major component of the transcription factor TFIID, which is involved in

transcriptional regulation. Motion is evident upon comparison of different subunits in the

asymmetic unit of the TBP crystal structure in the absence of DNA. The structures show that

twisting of a central sheet changes the relative position of the two TBP domains by

approximately 10 degrees (Chasman et al., 1993).

Two SASEs with lengths greater than 2 residues were predicted by ASP for the sequence
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of yeast TBP: 65-68, 167-173 (Figure 6.6, Table 6.1). Residues 65-68 map to strand sl in the

crystallographic structure (1tpb). This strand occupies a central position in the flexible sheet.

Site-directed mutagenesis studies showed that one amino acid, L67, in this region is involved in

DNA binding and transcription (Kim, JL et al., 1993). The other SASE spans residues 167-173.

L172 and the nearby L175 are two additional residues shown to be critical in DNA binding and

transcription (Kim, Yet al., 1993).

DNA Topoisomerase I

DNA topoisomerase I is a member of a family of enzymes that catalyze alterations of

DNA topology. These reactions entail the passage of a DNA segment through a transient break

in another DNA strand. An X-ray crystallographic structure has been obtained for the N-terminal

67kDa fragment (residues 2-590) of the 97kDa E. coli protein (Lima et al., 1994). The study

concluded that topoisomerase I would need to undergo substantial conformational changes in

order to expose an active-site tyrosine and allow DNA strand passage. It was postulated that this

involves a “gate opening” motion in the torroidal architecture of the protein, allowing for rigid

body rotation of two of the four topoisomerase I domains. NMR solution structures on the C

terminal DNA-binding domain of E. coli topoisomerase I (residues 745–865) have also been

obtained (Yu et al., 1995,1996).

ASP analysis of the full length E. coli sequence identified 10 SASEs: 33-36, 68-70,219

221, 236-238,434-439, 509-519, 672–673, 698-700, 718- 722, 826-839 (Figure 6.6, Table 6.1).

The first 6 SASEs are located in the N-terminal fragment studied by X-ray crystallography. The

bulk of these residues (219–221, 236-238, and 509-519) are located in strands at opposite sides of

sequence elements connecting topoisomerase domains II and IV. Conformational transitions in

these strands may trigger the rigid-body rotation necessary for “gate-opening”.

One SASE (826-839) is in the C-terminal fragment studied by NMR (Yu et al.,

1995, 1996). This region corresponds to residues on the DNA-binding face that were found to

have altered mobility in the complexed form. Changes in the topoisomerase I secondary structure
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upon DNA binding may be focused at these residues. The remaining 3 SASEs are located in the

intermediate portion of topoisomerase I for which a structure is not yet available.

Prion proteins

Prions are a family of proteinaceous infectious agents for a variety of neurodegenerative

illnesses. A mechanism has been postulated for prion pathogenesis in which a conformational

transition converts a largely o-helical cellular isoform, PrPc, to an infectious isoform, PrPsc,

containing substantial fl-sheet structure. Although no high resolution structure is available for the

PrPsc form, structures of intact soluble PrPc form PrP(23–231), and its fragments have been

obtained by NMR. Both the mouse and hamster prion proteins have residues in the region 121

131 which form an “unusual and dynamic structural feature” (James et al., 1997; Riek et al.,

1998). It was postulated that a large number of glycine residues (five between positions 123 and

131) permits many alternative conformations (James et al., 1997).

ASP analysis of the mouse prion protein identifies three SASEs greater than one residue

(Figure 6.6, Table 6.1). Two, 120-122 and 128-133 are in the N-terminal region studied by

NMR. These sites are also found in analysis of the hamster sequence (data not shown). The

SASEs identified by ASP are located in the region “with marginally stable polymorphic

structure” (James et al., 1997).

Aldose Reductase

Aldose reductase (AR) is a NADPH-dependent enzyme. Although its complete

physiological role is still undetermined, AR is capable of catalyzing the reduction of glucose to

sorbitol and has been implicated in various diabetic complications. Three-dimensional structures

of AR have been obtained (Urzhumtsev et al., 1997; Wilson et al., 1992; Bohrani et al., 1992).

These studies demonstrated that binding of NADPH or inhibitors requires conformational

rearrangements to expose a cleft in the protein, allowing the ligands access to otherwise closed

pockets.
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ASP analysis of human AR found six SASEs: 14-16, 40-43, 102-105,151-155,274-277,

and 295-297 (Figure 6.6, Table 6.1). These residues may undergo structural rearrangements

involved in enzyme activity and regulation.

Hemagglutinin (HA)

Influenza virus HA is a membrane glycoprotein responsible for interacting with target

cell-surfaces. HA is comprised of two subunits, HAI and HA2, which are derived from

proteolytic processing of the intact HAo precursor. The conformation of the cleaved HA is

metastable, and undergoes extensive structural reorganization at the low pH of endosomes,

enabling membrane fusion. Among these changes is the -100 Angstrom movement of the

N-terminal "fusion peptide" region of HA2, which relocates to the end of a triple-stranded

coiled-coil (Bullough et al., 1994). Recent studies have compared the three dimensional

structures of HA and HAO to determine why the uncleaved HAO form is incapable of a

pH-induced conformational change (Chen et al., 1998). One possibility is that local

rearrangements upon cleavage result in burial of ionizable residues in an adjacent surface cavity,

thus setting "a low-pH trigger". Another possibility is that motions in the boundary between HAI

and HA2 may be restricted, preventing extensive conformational rearrangements until liberated

by cleavage (Chen et al., 1998).

The intact hemagglutinin presursor sequence (HEMA IAAIC) was analyzed with

ASP. The results identified two SASEs: 325-341 and 360-372 (Figure 6.8, Table 6.1),

corresponding to residues 309-325 of HAI and 15-27 of HA2. These sequences flank the

cleavage site, and include part of the highly mobile fusion peptide in the N-terminus of HA2

(Bullough et al., 1994). The sequence element including the cleavage site was not predicted to

conformationally labile. Proteolytic cleavage at the HA-HA2 boundary may thus enable the

localized backbone rearrangements flanking this site, and potentiate further refolding upon

transfer to a low pH regime.
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Figure 6.8. Mean residue ambivalence scores, pu(k), for hemagglutinin, a protein which -

undergoes extensive conformational rearrangements. Predicted SASEs consist of residues with

z scores less than -1.75 standard deviations (below dotted line).
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Myosin

The myosins are a family of motor proteins that interact with actin to produce force. The

motor domain is thought to undergo substantial conformational rearrangements that include

rotation of a segment, a lever arm, about a fulcrum site during this process (Dominguez et al.,

1998). The nature of this lever arm rotation is complex and is thought to be the conformational
change that generates force when myosin is bound to actin. Rotation is coordinated by the ATP

and actin-binding sites, which are distant from the fulcrum site. Several crystal structures of the

myosin motor domain have been solved (Rayment et al., 1993; Smith and Rayment, 1995;

Dominguez et al., 1998). Two switches near the ATP site have been postulated (Smith and

Rayment, 1995; Kull et al., 1996). However, neither the details of the myosin motor switch

rearrangements, nor the pathways for communicating between the ATP site, actin site and the

fulcrum site to coordinate the lever arm rotation, are understood.

We have performed ASP analysis on chicken skeletal muscle myosin. There are thirteen

SASEs predicted, all of which are in the 1-843 N-terminal residues of the heavy chain, which is

the motor domain (Table 6.1). The two putative switches (Smith and Rayment, 1995; Kull et al.,

1996) are among the subsequences predicted to undergo conformational changes, as is the ful

crum site (Table 6.2). In addition, the SASEs are near one another in the tertiary structure and

form plausible allosteric connections between the ATP site, the actin binding site, and the

fulcrum site. Detailed results and analysis of the allosteric connections are presented in an

accompanying paper (Kirshenbaum et al. 1999; Chapter 7).
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Evaluation of Proteins Lacking Conformational Switches

ASP analyses of ovalbumin, bovine collagen, and the rod region of chicken myosin II

heavy chain were performed as negative controls. Ovalbumin is a globular protein with both o

helical and 3-sheet secondary structure. As discussed above, this non-inhibitory serpin is thought

not to undergo conformational rearrangement. ASP does not identify any SASEs in this

sequence. Ovalbumin is a useful control because it can be compared directly to the inhibitory

serpins (see above).

Collagen is a triple helix and the myosin rod is a coiled coil of o-helices. These proteins

lack enzymatic function or conformational switch regions. The pu(k) profile for collagen clearly

indicates that there are no ambivalent subregions, as all of the pu(k) scores for this sequence were

> 14, using window sizes of 5 and 21 amino acids (Figure 6.9). Similarly, the H(k) profile for the

rod region (amino acids 780-1938) of the chicken skeletal muscle myosin heavy chain shows

uniformly high pu(k) scores for window sizes of 5 and 21 amino acids in width (Figure 6.9). All

pu(k) scores for the myosin rod region are > 10.
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Figure 6.9. Mean residue ambivalence scores, pu(k), for two of the three negative control proteins

(see also ovalbumin in Figure 1). Top, collagen; bottom, myosin II heavy chain rod region.

Profiles are shown with window sizes of 5 and 21. No SASEs were identified for either protein

(all pu(k)-9, dotted line).
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Discussion

We investigate whether secondary structure prediction methods may be used to predict

potential sites of protein conformational rearrangement from primary sequence data. Using the

output of the algorithm PHD (Rost and Sander, 1993), we formulated the program ASP to

identify “structurally ambivalent sequence elements” that lack a strong intrinsic preference for

any particular secondary structure type.

In order to evaluate the predictive ability of ASP, we have analyzed a catalog of test

protein sequences for which function is known to require substantial backbone structural

rearrangements. In order to be as objective as possible, we used a subcategory of proteins

thought to contain conformational switches from a comprehensive database of macromolecular

motions (Gerstein and Krebs, 1998). Our catalog of test proteins includes four inhibitory serpins,

Glo, Gso, EF-Tu, NF-kB p50, TBP, GDR, prion protein, topoisomerase I, aldose reductase,

hemagglutinin, and myosin. Three sequences known to lack conformational switches

(ovalbumin, collagen, and the rod portion of myosin) were evaluated as negative controls.

Among the test proteins are cases for which structures have been solved in two distinct

conformations, and also cases where only one conformation is known but structural

rearrangements are suspected. The results of our analyses indicate that ASP is able to predict

sites of conformational rearrangements, as categorized below:

1) Structurally ambivalent sequence elements are predicted for all test proteins that undergo

conformational rearrangements.

All test protein sequences were found by ASP to contain subsequences which were

ambivalent with regard to secondary structure (Figures 6.1, 6.3, 6.6, 6.8, Table 6.1). Conversely,

control proteins thought to lack conformational switches were found to be devoid of such
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ambivalent sequence elements (puk > 9 threshold) (Figures 6.1, 6.9). In the serpin protein family,

ambivalent sequence elements were found only for those inhibitory members that undergo a

conformational rearrangement. In the homologous but noninhibitory ovalbumin sequence,

ambivalent sequence elements were not detected. No SASEs were predicted for the collagen

triple helix (Table 6.1). For the myosin sequence, which contains a well defined subunit subject

to rearrangements (the motor domain), and a relatively rigid subunit (the rod), ambivalent

sequence elements were found only in the motor domain (Table 6.1).

2) Regions of protein structure shown by experiment to be conformational switches are

accurately predicted by ASP to be structurally ambivalent.

For those proteins in which localized “conformational switches” have been characterized

(inhibitory serpins, Glo, Gso, EF-Tu), the known sites of conformational change correlated well

to sequence elements identified by ASP (Table 6.2). Ambivalent subsequences mapped into or

overlapped all three of the conformational switches described in Gio (Figure 6.4), all three

switches in Gsa (Figure 6.5), and both of the switches in EF-Tu. Similarly, for all four of the

inhibitory serpins studied, ambivalent sequence elements mapped into the reactive center loop

(Figure 6.2). This loop region undergoes a transition to a strand of fl-sheet.

3) For those proteins with conformational transitions that are not as well characterized,

ambivalent sequence elements map to regions suggested by experiment to undergo structural

rearrangement.

In the case of TBP, prion protein, topoisomerase I, and hemagglutinin, ambivalent

sequence elements were identified that map to elements of the protein structure previously

described as putative sites of structural heterogeneity. The two putative switches in myosin are

identified (Table 6.2). For two test proteins that bind to specific DNA sequences (NF-kB, yö

resolvase), ambivalent sequence elements mapped to regions of the protein thought to undergo

structural transitions that mediate intermolecular interactions (Figure 6.7).
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4) For allosteric proteins, ASP predicts ambivalent sequences that are spatially proximal,

indicative of regions with coordinated motions.

In the case of Gso and Glo, ambivalent sequence elements were identified at sites in addi

tion to the conformational switches. With one exception, the sequence elements were in contact

with a known switch. These contacts have been previously suggested to function in the

transmission of information from ligand binding sites to effector binding sites. When all of the

ambivalent sequence elements identified in Gso are mapped onto the protein surface, these

residues constitute a region which markedly resembles the “interaction footprint” previously

described by experiment (Sunahara et al., 1997). Similarly, residues are identified in EF-Tu

which would allow for interaction between the effector region (switch I) and the nucleotide

binding region (switch II). In the case of myosin, when structurally ambivalent sequence

elements are mapped to the crystal structure, they are found to provide for a pathway between

the actin binding site, the nucleotide binding site, and the fulcrum site (Kirshenbaum et al., 1999;

Chapter 7). An ambivalent sequence element was also identified in NF-kB that contacts the

corresponding residues at the interface of the homodimer structure in complex with DNA

(Muller et al., 1995) (Figure 6.7A). This region has been suggested to be the site of allosteric

communication between the NF-kB monomers.

The above results demonstrate that ASP can predict localized elements of protein

sequence that have an enhanced proclivity for undergoing substantial backbone conformational

rearrangements.

ASP relies upon identifying sequence elements compatible with more than one type of

Secondary structure. Thus, it was not expected a priori to identify regions of structural disorder

in which a transition from one type of secondary structure class to another does not occur. For

example, ASP would not be expected to identify mobile regions of flexible loops, in which other

Secondary structure types are not sampled. Similarly, ASP may not identify shear-type or hinge

bending motions, especially when these occur in regions smaller than the sequence window size
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used by the algorithm (5 or 21 residues). For this reason, sequences of proteins known to

undergo shear or hinge-bending motions were removed from consideration in the present study.

The ASP algorithm has only three adjustable parameters: the pu(k) threshold value, the

window size and the z score cutoff. In the present study, the values for pu(k) and z were fixed for

all protein sequences. Although this provides for internal consistency, setting the z score cutoff

to be -1.75 standard deviations constrains the predicted ambivalent subsequences to ~4% of the

total sequence. This strategy is effective for identifying protein sequence elements that are most

likely to undergo transitions, such as conformational switches. However, using this z score

cutoff, ASP cannot predict all sites in proteins which undergo global conformational changes. In

the case of hemagglutinin, for example, a limited number of residues are predicted to be

ambivalent. The pH-induced conformational rearrangements constitute refolding most of the

tertiary structure (Bullough et al., 1994). The sequences that ASP predicts for hemagglutinin

correspond to localized structural elements that potentiate the subsequent more extensive

conformational changes (Chen et al., 1998). In the case of other proteins that undergo only

highly localized conformational changes, a z score cutoff of −1.75 may overpredict the portion of

the sequence that is structurally ambivalent. If the extent of conformational change is known for

a protein, adjustment of the ASPz score cutoff may be appropriate.

The findings presented here indicate that sites of conformational rearrangement in pro

teins are amenable to prediction from primary sequence data alone. ASP identifies subsequences
-

that are inclined to move from one type of secondary structure toward another. The extent of

these motions can vary. In some instances a complete transition has been observed. For example,

subsequences of the inhibitory serpins are present in crystal structures either as loop or fl-strand

(Stein and Chothia, 1991; Wisstock et al., 1998). In other cases there is no crystallographic

evidence for complete transitions between secondary structure types. In these cases the

movement may consist of backbone excursions away from canonical secondary structure

(Garcia, 1992). The proximity of multiple predicted structurally ambivalent subsequences

(Figure 6.5, and see Kirshenbaum et al., 1999; Chapter 7) suggests that concerted movements
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could serve as connections between allosterically communicating sites (Hilser et al., 1998).

The ASP algorithm may assist in studies of proteins known to undergo conformational

switching in the absence of detailed structural information. Here we have used ASP to predict

known conformational switches, and also sites of conformational rearrangements in proteins for

which limited experimental data are available. An accompanying report demonstrates that ASP

can identify putative pathways of allosteric communication between the nucleotide, actin binding

and fulcrum sites of myosin (Kirshenbaum et al., 1999; Chapter 7). The potential exists to use

ASP in elucidating protein signaling pathways, enzyme function and regulation, and molecular

mechanisms of protein-folding diseases. In addition, future studies could develop ASP as a tool

to assist in rational drug design by predicting locations in protein binding sites expected to

undergo conformational changes.
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Methods

The input for our computational method is the result of a secondary structure prediction

for a sequence of interest. We use the program PHD (Rost and Sander, 1993; Rost, 1996), which

assigns to each residue one of three possible secondary structure types, helical (H), strand (E), or

loop (L), or makes no prediction. For each residue, PHD also outputs a prediction probability for |
each secondary structure type; i.e., prH, prE, and prl for helix, strand, and loop respectively. The
prediction probabilities range from 0 (low probability) to 9 (high probability), with the constraint

that the sum of the three probabilities must equal 9.

We use these prediction probabilities to identify structurally ambivalent sequence

elements (SASEs). SASEs are subsequences lacking a strong preference for a particular

secondary structure type. We evaluate the residue ambivalence score, APr(k), of a particular

amino acid at position k in the sequence using Eq. 1:

APr(k)=|prH - prE| + |prH - prl|+|pre - prl (1)

The values of APr(k) range from 0 (maximum ambivalence) to 18 (minimum ambivalence). A

APr(k) of 0 is obtained when a residue has been assigned prediction probabilities of 3 by PHD

for each secondary structure type. A score of 18 indicates that one secondary structure type is

predicted with a probability of 9, and the other two secondary structure types are assigned

probabilities of 0.

Once residue ambivalence scores are generated, we proceed to identify ambivalent

subsequences. Isolated residues are not good candidates to function as switches by

conformational transitions between different secondary structures. We hypothesize that s

subsequences comprised of multiple residues with low APr(k) scores are more likely to have

switch-like character. We therefore evaluate the residues as members of a subset defined by a

particular window size. The window is centered about each amino acid in the sequence, and the

mean ambivalence score, pu(k), is calculated using equation 2:
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pu(k) = XAPr(i)/S (2)

where S is the window size, and where k-[(S-1)/2] = i < kH(S-1)/2]. A tract of residues with

sufficiently low mean ambivalence scores is identified as an ambivalent subsequence. We

investigated window sizes of 5, 11, 15, 21, and 25 to ascertain how best to identify regions with

persistent ambivalent character (data not shown). Smaller window sizes encapsulate more limited

subsequence features because fewer neighboring residues are used in the pu(k) calculation. For

our analyses, we find that a window size of 5 was suitable for proteins which are known to

exhibit localized conformational changes, while a window size of 21 is appropriate for proteins

which undergo more extensive structural rearrangements. However, the most ambivalent

subsequences are identified using either window size.

We use a two-step process to identify SASEs. We first use a coarse analysis to

discriminate which proteins might be expected to display backbone conformational

rearrangements. For this analysis, we define proteins with pu(k) scores of 9 or less to contain

conformationally-switching regions, whereas proteins with globally high pu(k) scores are defined

to not have these regions. Only proteins that contain subsequences with mean residue scores of 9

or less are analyzed further.

For those proteins, a statistical criterion is applied to identify consistently the residues of

a particular protein that are most likely to undergo changes in secondary structure. We use a

simple z score cutoff for each windowed score, pu(k), relative to the mean for the entire

sequence, pu(seq), to identify the most ambivalent residues. The z score is calculated according to

equation 3, so that the maximal values corresponded to regions of minimum ambivalence.

Z = [[1(k) - H(seq)]/ O(seq) (3)

where o■ seq) is the standard deviation of pu(seq). Thus we can calculate the z score for each

residue and identify regions that are significantly ambivalent. In the present study we used a z

score cutoff of −1.75 standard deviations, which defines - 4% of the sequence as ambivalent.
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CHAPTER 7

PREDICTING ALLOSTERIC SWITCHES IN MYOSINS

This chapter was published as:
Kent Kirshenbaum, Malin Young and Stefan Highsmith (1999) “Predicting

allosteric switches in myosins” Protein Sci. 8:1806-1815.
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Abstract

The sequences of several members of the myosin family of molecular motors are

evaluated using ASP, a new computational method. ASP predicts structurally ambivalent

sequence elements by analyzing the output from a secondary structure prediction algorithm.

These ambivalent sequence elements form secondary structures that are hypothesized to function

as switches by undergoing conformational rearrangement. For chicken skeletal muscle myosin,

thirteen discrete structurally ambivalent sequence elements are identified. All thirteen are located

in the heavy chain motor domain. When these sequence elements are mapped into the myosin

tertiary structure, they form two compact regions that connect the actin binding site to the ATP

site, and the ATP site to the fulcrum site for the force-producing bending of the motor domain.

These regions, predicted by the new algorithm to undergo conformational rearrangements,

include the published known and putative switches of the myosin motor domain, and they form

plausible allosteric connections between the three main functional sites of myosin. The

sequences of several other members of the myosin I and II families are also analyzed.
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Introduction

Myosin is an actin-based motor protein. The intramolecular conformational changes that

occur during the force generating cycle are not well characterized. Low- and high-resolution

structural studies suggest that large-scale bending of the 135 kD heterotrimeric myosin motor

domain is part of the mechanism. But there are only hints as to what structural changes might

coordinate the bending. Identifying the internal structural changes, which are required for

allosteric communication between the ATP and actin binding sites, and which control the

bending of the motor domain, is an important goal.

Results obtained using several independent techniques indicate that bending of the motor

domain is part of the mechanism. A comparison of the crystal structures of isolated skeletal and

smooth muscle myosin motor domains, with different nucleotides bound, indicate that the

regulatory subdomain rotates by 70° relative to the catalytic subdomain (Rayment et al., 1993b;

Dominguez et al., 1998). This comparison of high-resolution structures of skeletal and smooth

muscle myosins is consistent with results from lower resolution image reconstruction of electron

micrographs of smooth muscle motor domain bound to actin, which indicate its regulatory

domain rotates when ADP is removed (Whittaker et al., 1995). In solution, transient electric

birefringence measurements of the hydrodynamic size of isolated skeletal muscle myosin motor

domain indicate it bends near the center of its long axis, when phosphate is removed (Highsmith

and Eden, 1990).

The atomic structure of chicken smooth muscle myosin motor domain shows that

bending involves rotations about residue 699 and residue 710 (Dominguez et al., 1998), using

skeletal muscle sequence numbers. This fulcrum site is located about 4 nm and 8 nm,

respectively, away from the ATP and actin binding sites, which are about 6 nm apart from each

other (Figure 7.1A). It is the internal structural changes involved in allosteric communication
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between these three functional sites that we seek to identify. Comparison of high-resolution

crystal structures of Dictyostelium myosin II truncated motor domain with several different

nucleotide analogs bound (Fisher et al., 1995) indicate small ligand-dependent shifts in

subdomain positions that are consistent with movement near the fulcrum. But regions that might

provide internal communication between the actin and ATP binding sites, or between either of

those and the fulcrum site, have almost superimposable secondary structures for all the

nucleotide-myosin motor domain complexes investigated (Rayment et al., 1993b; Fisher et al.,

1995; Smith and Rayment, 1995, 1996; Bauer et al., 1997; Gulicket al., 1997). The smooth

muscle myosin structure which has the regulatory domain rotated, also has very few differences

in secondary structure, compared to the skeletal muscle myosin structure. In spite of the

similarity of these crystal structures, it is likely that allosteric communication between the actin,

ATP and fulcrum sites, as well as the bending transition itself, involve structural rearrangements.

These structural changes may be transient, and produce intermediates that are not sufficiently

stable to crystallize, but they are crucial to the mechanism of force generation.

Here we evaluate myosin sequences using a novel computational method called ASP

(Ambivalent Structure Predictor), which predicts regions of protein structure more likely to

undergo conformational rearrangement (Young et al., 1999; Chapter 6). First an ambivalence

score, APr(k), is determined for each residue, k (Equation 1 in Methods). The lower the value of

APr(k), the more ambivalent a residue is about what secondary structure it will assume. The

APr(k) values are used to evaluate the residues as members of windowed subsets to obtain a

mean ambivalence score, pu(k) (Equation 2 in Methods). Finally, using a z score cutoff of –1.75

standard deviations compared to the mean ambivalence score for the entire sequence (Equation 3

in Methods), we define structurally ambivalent sequence elements (SASEs). These subsequences

are predicted to function as switches or allosteric connectors, by undergoing conformational

rearrangement in solution, although they may maintain stable secondary structures in crystalline

environments.

The ASP algorithm has been tested by analyzing sequences of proteins known to undergo
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backbone rearrangements as part of their biological activity. It reliably identified known and

putative sites of conformational switches and related conformational rearrangements from the

primary sequences of four members of the serpin family, transducin-o, adenylyl cyclase

activator of subunit, elongation factor Tu, NF-kB p50, Yö resolvase, TATA-box binding protein,

DNA topoisomerase I, prion protein, aldose reductase, hemagglutinin and chicken skeletal

muscle myosin (Young et al., 1999; Chapter 6).

Here we use ASP to analyze myosin sequences in greater detail, in order to identify

structurally ambivalent sequence elements that may function in the tertiary structure as switches

or as the “moving parts” of the allosteric connections between the ATP, actin and fulcrum sites

(Kirshenbaum et al., 1998). Putative switch and allosteric regions in myosin have been

implicated by other methods, and those results are used below to evaluate the predictions made

using this new algorithm.
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Figure 7.1. The structurally ambivalent sequence elements identified by ASP form ambivalent

regions (AR's) when they are mapped into the tertiary structure of the motor domain of chicken

skeletal muscle myosin heavy chain (see Figure 7.2B and Table 7.1). A: The catalytic

subdomain of the motor domain of the myosin heavy chain (residues 1-843) is rendered blue.

ATP, the actin binding site and the fulcrum sites are rendered as solid surfaces and rendered

yellow, magenta and orange, respectively. The catalytic subdomain rotates by 70° about the

fulcrum site (see text). The rod portion of the heavy chain and the light chains, which make up

the regulatory subdomain, are not shown. The structure is from Rayment et al. (1993b). B: The

structurally ambivalent sequence elements (Table 7.1) that make up ARI, which connects the

ATP site to the actin binding site, are rendered in red. The magenta actin binding site in 1A is

part of ARI, and is red. ATP is yellow. C: The structurally ambivalent sequence elements (Table

7.1) that make up ARII, which connects the ATP site to the fulcrum site, are rendered in red.

The orange residue 699 in 1A is part of ARII, and is red. ATP is yellow.
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Results

Skeletal Muscle Myosin

The profile of APr(k) values for chicken skeletal muscle myosin heavy chain indicates

that the range of scores is broad with many low values, indicating secondary structure

assignments that are highly ambivalent (Figure 7.2A). The pu(k) profile obtained from APr(k)

using a window size equal to twenty-one has thirteen clusters of amino acids scoring below the –

1.75 standard deviation cutoff (Figure 7.2B, Table 7.1). The average size is 13 + 5 residues. All

thirteen of these SASEs are in the motor domain of the heavy chain (amino acids 1 - 843 out of

1938 total), which is usually called subfragment 1 (S1).

Although the SASEs are dispersed in the primary sequence, they exist as a nearly

contiguous structure comprising two regions (ambivalent region I, ARI, and ambivalent region

II, ARII) at the tertiary level. ARI includes the 67 amino acids in subsequences 235-247, 279

296, 310-316, 357-372 and 404-416. This region begins close to the ATP site (which itself does

not include low pu(k) residues), and extends as a curved column of tertiary structure to the actin

binding site (Figure 7.1B). Starting at the ATP site, subsequences 235-247, 279-296, 310-316

and 357-372 abut one another in that order. The region from 357-372 is separate from but very

close to subsequence 404-416, which is part of the actin binding site (Rayment et al., 1993a).

ARII has a core of 61 amino acids in subsequences 251-256,459–481,484-489, 580-587

and 691-708. These contiguous tertiary regions form a globular substructure with an extension

ending with residue 256 (Figure 7.1C). The 459–481 subsequence is located near the ATP site.

The remainder of ARII consists of the 14 amino acids in sequence 38-51, which is separate from

but near residue 691 of the core, and the 24 amino acids in the combined sequences 501-508 and

754-769, which are separate from but near residue 708 of the core (Figure 7.1C).

When chicken skeletal muscle myosin light chain sequences are analyzed using a window

size = 21, none of the residues have pu(k) scores less than 9 (Figure 7.3). This result suggests that

the skeletal muscle light chains do not contain conformational switches (Young et al., 1999).
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Figure 7.2. A: Residue ambivalence scores, APr(k), obtained using Equation 1, for chicken

skeletal muscle myosin heavy chain (1938 residues). For these unwindowed raw values, the scale

is from 0, for the least reliable secondary structure assignment (the most ambivalent), to 18, for

the most reliable assignment (the least ambivalent). B: Mean ambivalence scores, pu(k), obtained

using Equation 2, with a window size = 21. The subsequences with pu(k) greater than 1.75

standard deviations from the average value for the entire sequence (e.g. those below the dashed

line) are identified as structurally ambivalent and predicted to form secondary structures that

function as switches (see Equation 3).
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Table 7.1: Skeletal muscle heavy chain structurally ambivalent sequence elements.

SASE Residues/PHD Assignment Size A.K.A.
38–51 VFVVHPKESFVDGT 14

EEE-----HHHHEE

235–247 AKTVRNDNSSRFG 13 switch I

251-256 RIHFGA 6
EEEE

279-296 LPAERSYHIFYQIMSNKK 18
HHH---EEHHHHHHHH

310-316 YDYHYVS 7
--EEEE

357-372 AVMHYGNLKFKQKQRE 16
HHH-E-E---------

404-416 PRVKVGNEFVTKG 13
--EE--HHHHH

459–481 IGVLDIAGFEIFDFNSFEQLCIN 23 switch II
EEEEE-----E------ HHHHE- rigid relay loop

484-489 NEKLQQ 6 switch II
-HHHHH rigid relay loop

501-508 EEYKKEGI 8 Switch II

HHHHH--- rigid relay loop

580-587 SLVHYAGT 8
EEEEE--E

691-708 VLHQLRCNGVLEGIRICR 18 SH1-SH2
HHHHH-HHHHHHHHHHHH fulcrum, converter

754–769 DHTQYRFGHTKVFFKA 16 COn Verter

----------
EEHHHH

The APr(k) and Z window size (w) is 21 for the above analysis. The secondary structure

assignments, H for helix and E for extended, are by PHD (Rost & Sander, 1993). The column

headed “A.K.A.” indicates functional assignments for a SASE made by others (see text).
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Figure 7.3. Profiles of pu(k) (window size = 21) for chicken skeletal muscle light chain

sequences. A: light chain l (also called essential, or alkali, light chain one), B: light chain 2 (also

called regulatory, or DTNB, light chain); C:: light chain 3 (also called essential, or alkali, light

chain two). The dotted line is the z = -1.75 cutoff, but the important feature is that none of the

sequences have pu(k) values below 9. These proteins have no SASEs.
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The Myosin II Family

Members of the myosin II family, which includes chicken skeletal muscle myosin, have

two motor domains joined by a long rod of O-helical coiled-coil that aggregates them into bipolar

arrays in vivo. These myosins have related functions, to move, or to move on, actin filaments;

although there are differences in their supramolecular structures. If the ambivalent regions

identified above for chicken skeletal muscle myosin have a functional role, similar regions of

conformationally plastic secondary structure should exist in other myosin IIs. A selection of non

skeletal muscle myosin II sequences were analyzed for comparison to the chicken case, and their

pu(k) profiles are shown in Figure 7.4. The profiles for chicken skeletal, chicken smooth, human

cardiac, Scallop adductor, and insect flight muscle myosins are strikingly similar. These myosins

have a high percent sequence identity, which undoubtedly contributes to similarities in the PHD

output and therefore in the profiles. Nonetheless, the similar locations of ambivalent

subsequences and the likely similar tertiary structures of the various muscle myosins suggests

that each of them may have two regions of conformationally labile secondary structure

neighboring the ATP site, as described above for chicken skeletal muscle myosin (Figure 7.1).

There are crystal structures of chicken skeletal muscle myosin with the full regulatory

domain (Rayment et al., 1993b), and of chicken smooth muscle myosin with a truncated

regulatory domain (Dominguez et al., 1998). In addition, the crystal structure of the truncated

heavy chain catalytic domain of Dictyostelium discoideum myosin II, which has no regulatory

domain, is solved (Fisher et al., 1995). The Dictyostelium myosin II heavy chain and the chicken

skeletal muscle myosin have 36% sequence identity (Warricket al., 1986). Analysis of the

Dictyostelium sequence, using a window size of 21 and a -1.75 cutoff, identifies subsequences

that map into the crystal structure at many of the same locations as those identified for chicken

skeletal muscle myosin. If the cutoff is reduced to -1.70 to make the SASEs larger by including

slightly less ambivalent residues, the conformationally labile secondary structures in the

Dictyostelium structure become very similar with those identified in the chicken structure

(Figure 7.5). Nine additional residues are identified as ambivalent, when z is increased from
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-1.75 to -1.70. As is typical when the z cutoff is changed in an ASP analysis, the length of some

or all of the existing SASEs change. For the Dictyostelium myosin II heavy chain, when z = 1.75

the SASEs are 232–234, 269-291, 304-306, 358-364, 396-411,457-469, 492-505, 582-585, 672–

691 and 736-747, and when z=-1.70 the SASEs are 232–234, 268-295, 303-307, 358-364, 396

411,457-469,492-505, 581-586, 672-691 and 736-747.

The Myosin I Family

Members of the myosin I family have smaller motor domains and little or no o-helical

rod portion. They function, unaggregated, as monomeric motors. They bind and move, or move

on, actin, but have a much wider range of functions than members of the myosin II family

(Pollard et al., 1991). Mean residue ambivalence profiles for several myosin I heavy chain

sequences, which were selected to represent higher and lower organisms (Coluccio, 1997), are

shown in Figure 7.6. The percent sequence identity of these myosin I family members is below

50. Each protein has several SASEs, and the profiles have many similarities. In all cases, the

negative peaks in the pu(k) profiles are in almost identical locations in the 1-620 region, taking

into account small shifts of the starting positions. This similarity suggests that the positions of

the conformationally labile switch elements of the myosin I motor domains are conserved.

Beyond residue 620, which is likely to be beyond the ATP and actin binding site-containing

motor domain, the similarities decrease. The function of the regions of the myosin I sequences

beyond the motor domain is to bind to actin in an ATP-independent fashion, or to bind to

membrane. What is bound by the different myosin I species differs and there is no reason to

expect SASEs to be in the same location.
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Figure 7.4. Profiles of pu(k) (window size = 21) are shown for muscle myosin II heavy chains. A:

Chicken skeletal; B: Chicken smooth; C: Scallop adductor; D: Human cardiac; E: Insect flight

muscle. The dotted line is at z = 1.75.
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Figure 7.5. The structurally ambivalent sequence elements are mapped into the tertiary

structures of the truncated motor domain of Dictyostelium discoideum (z 3–1.70), above in

green, and chicken skeletal muscle myosin motor domain (z 3–1.75), below in blue, and

rendered as red. Tertiary structures are from the Brookhaven Protein Data Base (Rayment et al.,

1993b; Fisher et al., 1995).
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Figure 7.6. Profiles of pu(k) (window size = 21) for members of the myosin I heavy chains: A:
Drosophila melanogaster 1A; B: Drosophila melanogaster 1B, C: Acanthameoba castellianii 1B;
D: Dictyostelium discoideum 1A; E: Dictyostelium discoideum 1B; F: Dictyostelium
discoideum 1C; G: Rat brush-border myosin 1. The dotted line is at z = 1.75.
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Discussion

The Method

The computational method used to analyze the proteins in this study is based on several

assumptions. One assumption is that there are conformational switches in proteins, which depend

on Secondary structural lability. A low preference for a particular secondary structure is

presumed to increase the probability of transitions to other conformations, which provides the

switching property. A second assumption is that labile secondary structures can be predicted

from primary sequences, an idea first hypothesized by Chou and Fasman (1974, 1975). The

accuracy of Secondary structure prediction has improved since then. Using the algorithm PHD,

the accuracy is greater than 70% (Rost and Sander, 1993). This level of reliability strengthens the

idea that the PHD analysis of the predictions, which is the input for ASP, is also reliable. Finally,

it is assumed that regardless of which secondary structures are most stable in the various protein

crystals in the currently available data bases, the primary sequences will be assigned a secondary

structure type with an associated low reliability by prediction algorithms.

Skeletal Muscle Myosin

The results obtained for skeletal muscle myosin are remarkable in several ways, and they

suggest that the approach developed here may be valuable for predicting switch elements of

functional significance (Young et al., 1999; Chapter 6). All the identified SASEs are in the

catalytic portion of the motor domain, which is the functional enzymic subdomain of myosin.

The average size of a subsequence predicted to be a labile secondary structural unit is 13 residues

(Table 7.1). Although the SASEs exist as thirteen discrete segments in the sequence, they form

two compact and coherent tertiary regions (ARI and ARII) within the motor domain (Figure 7.1).

The location of these regions is nearly identical in chicken skeletal and Dictyostelium myosins

(Figure 7.5). It is also striking that the location of the labile substructure within the myosin motor
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domain makes it plausible that by concerted backbone displacements it could serve as the

structural basis for allosteric communication between the ATP site, the actin binding site, and the

fulcrum site for lever arm motion. Further experimental evidence will be needed to test this

hypothesis rigorously. But at least a beginning can be made here by determining whether the

several switch-like sequences in myosin, which have been reported from experimental studies,

are among those identified here as ARI and ARII.

Two sites, called switch I and switch II, which are close to the ATP site in myosin, were

tentatively identified by comparison of the topological similarities between the active site regions

of myosin and the G-protein family (Smith and Rayment, 1996). By analogy to the G-proteins,

switch I in myosin is subsequence 235-245. This subsequence is part of ARI which connects the

ATP site to the actin binding site (Table 7.1, Figure 7.1B). The other G-protein-derived ATP

sensitive site, switch II, is subsequence 466-506 in myosin (Kull et al., 1996; Sablin et al., 1996;

Smith and Rayment, 1996). Almost all of this switch element is part of ARII which connects the

ATP site to the part of myosin catalytic domain which contains the fulcrum site and abuts the

regulatory domain lever arm (Table 7.1, Figure 7.1C).

The crystal structure of chicken smooth muscle myosin motor domain with MgADP-AlF4

bound has the regulatory domain rotated compared to the skeletal muscle myosin motor domain

with no nucleotide bound. The interpretation is that the MgADP-AlF4 complex approximates the

structure before force is produced and the nucleotide-free motor domain, solved by Rayment et

al. (1993b) approximates the structure after force is produced (Dominguez et al., 1998). The

rotation is 10° about residue 699, which is identified by ASP (Table 7.1), and 60° about residue

710, which is not identified by ASP, but is located between the two extensions of SASEs that are

part of ARII (Figure 7.1). In the interpretation of the smooth muscle myosin structure, two

functional elements are invoked, a rigid relay loop consisting of residues 465-512, and a

converter domain consisting of residues 699-767 (Dominguez et al., 1998). The rigid relay loop

is proposed to connect the ATP site to the fulcrum site. ASP identified most of the rigid relay

loop as SASEs (459–581, 484-489 and 501-508 in Table 7.1). This consistency supports the
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validity of the ASP prediction, although we suggest that the rigid relay loop may not be rigid as

it appears to provide an allosteric connector between the ATP site and the fulcrum site (Figure

7.1C). ASP also identifies portions of the converter domain, specifically subsequences 691-708

and 754-769. These SASEs correspond to the N- and C-termini of the converter, and we suggest

that they function as switches during the rotation of the regulatory domain.

Another approach to identifying internal elements of communication is mutational

analysis. Null phenotypes are produced when multiple mutations are introduced at locations

critical for allosteric communication (Ruppel and Spudich, 1996b). The proteins from the null

phenotypes are isolated, purified and analyzed. Based on mutational analysis of Dictyostelium

discoideum, mutations at positions 470, 475 and 487 (using chicken skeletal muscle myosin

sequence) produce a null phenotype, apparently by interfering with critical structural changes on

the lower side of the cleft of the 50 kD subdomain (Ruppel and Spudich, 1996a). These residues

are in subsequences identified here to be conformationally flexible (Table 7.1), and are part of

ARII that connects the ATP site to the fulcrum region (Figure 7.1C). Single site specific

mutations in smooth muscle myosin at locations that correspond to residues 468 or 470 in

skeletal muscle myosin (in ARII, Table 7.1) have been shown to inhibit ATP hydrolysis and

actin activation of ATPase activity, without inhibiting ATP-induced actin dissociation (Onishi et

al., 1997). This result is consistent with the prediction that ARII connects the ATP site to the

fulcrum region (Figure 7.1C), because lever arm rotation about the fulcrum appears to be

coupled to ATP hydrolysis (Highsmith and Eden, 1990; Rayment et al., 1993b; Highsmith et al.,

1998).

The region of myosin containing the chemically reactive cysteines at locations 697 and

707 residues (Reisler et al., 1974; Wells and Yount, 1979) has been suggested to undergo

nucleotide-dependent switch-like behavior in order to be cross-linked (Polosukhina and

Highsmith, 1997). These residues are part of ARII. The dictyostelium equivalent helix-loop-helix

structure, that includes residues 697 and 707 in skeletal myosin, changes position as part of a

subdomain motion, but not secondary structure, when Mg.ADP.BeFX is substituted for
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Mg,ADP.AlF4 in truncated catalytic domain crystals (Fisher et al., 1995). This subdomain

movement is thought to be coupled to the conversion of ATP to its hydrolysis transition state in

the active site, and to be part of the allosteric communication in myosin (Fisher et al., 1995).

Conformational switching may involve transient intermediate structures that are not stable

enough to crystallize. But if the subdomain movement that is observed in crystals were to occur

in solution it would increase solvent accessibility and would lower the energy of activation for a

transient conformational change. The observed subdomain movement (Fisher et al., 1995) and

the secondary structure lability predicted here by ASP are consistent with the chemical cross

linking data (Reisler et al., 1974; Wells and Yount, 1979). They are also consistent with a helix

to flexible loop mechanism hypothesized to store energy transiently from ATP binding to myosin

(Polosukhina and Highsmith, 1997).

There are also functional sites on myosin that have been predicted by others not to have

switch properties. The structural changes in the ATP site itself are very limited (Rayment et al.,

1996). The sequences that make up the ATP site are not predicted to be structurally ambivalent.

The segments 204-216 and 627-646 are thought to be flexible loops on the surface of myosin,

because they do not appear in the crystal structure (Rayment et al., 1993b). They are not

predicted to be ambivalent secondary structures, which is reasonable because although they

assume many conformations, all of them are in the loop (L) category of the PHD prediction.

None of the five heavy chain tryptophans is among the predicted switch structures. There is an

increase in intrinsic fluorescence intensity when ATP is hydrolyzed (Werber et al., 1972), but to

the best of our knowledge no tryptophan has been implicated as being part of structure that has a

switch function.

There are no ambivalent subsequences identified in the 800 - 1938 region (Figure 7.2),

which is an O-helical structure most of which is a coiled-coil (rod). Coiled-coils are usually

highly stable O-helical structures, and the high pu(k) scores observed for this region (Figure

7.2B) may be serving as an internal control of the ASP computational method (Young et al.,

1999; Chapter 6). However, segmental flexibility has been identified at two locations in the
-
-

)
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myosin rod in earlier experiments (Mendelson et al., 1973; Highsmith et al., 1977), centered

around residues 840 and 1290 in chicken skeletal muscle myosin sequence (Maita et al., 1991).

There are two possible reasons that ASP does not identify these bending sites as

conformationally labile. One is that changes in secondary structure may not be involved.

Bending can be localized to one or two amino acids, which would not be predicted by ASP. The

second possible reason is that the bending could be highly delocalized and not involve any

changes in secondary structure, as has been suggested for the bending in the 1290 region (Hvidt

et al., 1984). In this case as well, ASP would not predict ambivalence (Young et al., 1999;

Chapter 6).

Myosin I and II Family Results

The four myosin II pu(k) profiles are very similar (Figure 7.4), suggesting similar

allosteric switch pathways for these myosins. The locations of the conformational switch

sequences of the myosin I family members analyzed here are different from those in the myosin

II family, but are in register with one another (Figure 7.6). The myosin I structures were chosen

as examples to include unconventional myosins from the lower organisms, and from the three

phylogenetically derived subcategories for the vertebrates (Coluccio, 1997). The similarity of

the profiles is consistent with members of the myosin I family having conserved allosteric

connections between the interacting ATP, actin and fulcrum sites. The dissimilarities of the

myosin I and myosin II profiles suggest that the allosteric connections may be different in the

two families.

It was noted above that several of the myosin I profiles indicate SASEs in regions beyond

the motor domain. These regions are not involved in force generation. They are responsible for

anchoring or for binding cargo. The existence of SASEs in these regions suggests conformational

Switch function may be involved in binding, perhaps with some regulatory function.
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Conclusions

The results obtained from the analyses of sequences of several members of the myosin

family, a group of large enzymes with complex mechanochemical function, are consistent with

the algorithm successfully identifying secondary structures that undergo conformational

rearrangement. The myosin results appear to parallel those obtained for several other proteins

(Young et al., 1999; Chapter 6), in which functional switches have been characterized by x-ray

crystallography and by NMR. Taken together, the data suggest that ASP may be able to identify

functional switch regions from sequence for a wide variety of proteins.

The ambivalent subsequences, when mapped into the tertiary structures of chicken

skeletal muscle and Dictyostelium myosins, include the published known and putative switch

structures in their motor domains. More interestingly, the identified subsequences provide

plausible allosteric connections between the ATP site, the actin binding site, and the fulcrum site.

This predicted allosteric connection may be useful for the design of experiments that will

determine unambiguously the nature of the connection for members of the myosin family.
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Methods

ASP identifies those sequences of amino acids lacking a strong intrinsic preference for a

single type of secondary structure (Young et al., 1999; Chapter 6). The first step is to use the

algorithm PHD (Rost and Sander, 1993) to predict the secondary structural preference for each

amino acid in the sequence. PHD uses profile-based neural network methodology (Rost, 1996) to

make three possible secondary structure element assignments: helical (H), extended (E) or loop

(L), where H is o-helical, E is fl-sheet, and L is defined as secondary structure that is neither H

nor E. For each amino acid, PHD predicts not only its secondary structural element, but also

estimates the reliability of the prediction, by computing the relative probabilities (prºh, prE and

prL) that it will assume a particular secondary structure. The three relative probability values are

scaled such that their sum is 9 (Rost, 1996).

The next step is to use the PHD output to compute a residue ambivalence score, APr(k),

for each amino acid in the sequence, using Equation 1.

APr(k) = |prH - pre] + |prH - prl|+|pre - prL| (1)

The APr(k) value rates the ambivalence of the PHD secondary structural element prediction for

each residue, k. The minimum possible value of APr(k) is 0. This value is obtained for an amino

acid that was assigned equal values of prEH = pre = prl = 3 by the PHD analysis, and it indicates

the lowest reliability (highest ambivalence) for a secondary structural element prediction. The

maximum possible value of APr(k) is 18, for the highest reliability (lowest ambivalence) for a

prediction. Our hypothesis is that high ambivalence in the prediction of secondary structure

correlates with structures that are likely to exist as more than one conformation.

We next evaluate the residues as members of a subset defined by a particular window

size. The window is centered about each amino acid in the sequence, and the mean ambivalence
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score, pu(k), is calculated using Eq. 2:

pu(k) = XAPr(i)/S (2)

where S is the window size, and where k-[(S-1)/2] = i < kH(S-1)/2.

Finally, we use a two-step process to identify structurally ambivalent sequence elements

(SASEs). First a coarse analysis is used to discriminate which proteins are expected to display

backbone conformational rearrangements. For this analysis, we arbitrarily define subsequences

with pu(k) scores of 9 or less to be potentially conformationally-switching regions, whereas

subsequences with globally high pu(k) scores are defined to not have this property. Only proteins

that contain subsequences with mean residue scores of 9 or less are analyzed further.

For those proteins, a statistical criterion is applied to identify consistently the residues of

a particular protein that are most likely to undergo changes in secondary structure. A simple z

score cutoff for each windowed score, pu(k), relative to the mean for the entire sequence, pu(seq),

is used to identify the most ambivalent residues. The z score is calculated according to eq. 3, so

that the maximal values corresponded to regions of minimum ambivalence.

z= [pu(k) – pu(seq)] / O (seq) (3)

where oGseq) is the standard deviation of pu(seq). Thus we can calculate the z score for each

residue and identify those regions which are significantly ambivalent. A cutoff of -1.75 is used

to identify a SASE. The derivation of ASP is discussed in greater detail in the accompanying

paper (Young et al., 1999; Chapter 6).
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